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INTRODUCTION

icrocomputers seem to carry fo teachers and students-
areadministrators alike a ref- hing And motivating

energy missing from the sChool sc, e for a decade or
more.

TERC/NREPP Report, May 1980_

*

This book was written to help novices in the educational use of mi-
crocomputers, whether they are superintendents or teachers, school board
members, parents, or interested citizens. School districts eyerywhere
are making decisions about purchasing microcomputers, and they need help'

in understanding what issues should concern them,what they should-look
for, and what kinds of use are possible for their schools,

te

In the sOtn% of 1980, Technical,Education Research Centers (TERC) was
invited to carry out a stud,- of microcomputers in education by the North-
east Regional Education PlanningProject. NREPP was funded by the_Na-'
tional Institute of Education to 10 the ground for the'establishment of
a regional exchange as part of the national network of exchanges. The

board of NREPP, comprising-the chief state school officers in the six.
New England states and New :fork, identified microcomputer use as an area
of importance in the region and one needing educational support. TERC pre-
pared a report on the,study, including a great many .references and resources.
When the Northeast Regional Exchange (NEREX) was established, TERC was asked

to revise the book,and in December 1981, the present update waso(repared.

It is based upon the specifications of the NEREX staff and of'N EX's Task
Force on Edueational Technology, which includes representatives of the 'sev-

en participatihg states. It is also based upon TERC's experience Over sev-
eral years, working with school personnel and educators at all level's in
the application of microcomputers to education. TrRU,s national andTe-
gional workshops and the open houses -of TERC's Computer Resourde .Center have
involved a great many educators - teachers and administrators. Their ex-

pressed needs and comments have been helpful in shaping the workshbps that
TERC offers to help people get started with microcomputers or deepen their
understanding of possible uses.

Whether you are a microcomputer buff or a total beginner; you should
be able to follow the organizatidn of this book without difficulty and to
find the answers, to your questions in the text or in the appendices. While
some, issues are clearly specific to the problems of administrators - fund-

. ing 'decisions particularly - most of the information in this book is use-
ful to anyone seeking computer literacy. You don't need any-speci61 back-
ground to 'read the book or to apply its'suggestions,

Some Background

First, a look at recent history. The microcomputer revolution, as
many people call it, is unique in educational experience.. For one thing,

it is a grass-roots phenomehon. Teachers have become hooked on computers



and have int oducaCthem into their classrooms. Parents have pushed on

school boards, administrators, and teachers to use'computers, and stu=

dents have bro ht in their own equipment, creating an enormous pres-

sure for schools to move in step with'the change going on outside. Unlike

other innovations legislated from above or introduced first b -the Federal

government, a state departmeneof education, or a district administration,
microcomputers,firsi appeared O:rthe scene at the instigaiion,of vendors

and manufacturers. ;

The microcomputer has only e mailable since 1977, but it has

changed the whole nature of thtn ing about. computers as far as schooling is

-concerned. The case for microcomputers is hard to resist. Their cost is

low and steadily declining as new technologies increase the capacity and

decrease the size of equtme* They are flexible in their possible uses,

and they're portable. The ,amount of memory a microcomputer now has or can

add to its basic repertoire exceeds.the storage capacity of the giant com-

puters that in the early years after. World War II-filled whole rooms and

even buildings. Additional memory storage is available for most microcokt

puters today. Most important, because they are self-contained units, mi-

cros are subject to the'control of the studen%and of the teacher, rather

than controlling the student according to some remote plan.

For the first time, idespread access to computer use is truly pos-

sible. Compare the micro omputer revolution with timesharing the edu-

cational computer revolut on that did not happen. Timesharing of giant

machines failed-to catch on schools with the same swiftness and spread

as microcomputer use for eve al reasons:

1. Cost. There are several kinds of economies that,a microcomputer

affords. Since it does not require a telephone connection to a large com-

puter, line charges are eliminated. (The staff of one BOCES in New York State

reported that they had shifted to microcomputers because they realized_a

saving.of $12,000 to 15,000 a year in telephone charges.)

2. Portability. Microcomputers can be in a class where they are

needed ratlethan'y like a mainframe, in some center to which remote ter-

minals are onneceed.

3. Reliability. If a microcomputer crashes, it does not wipe out

everyone's work. At the very worst, anindividual program, might be lost,

though usually it can be brought back very quickly.

4. Availability. Timesharing leads to competition for computer time,
and the mainframe of the Past was frequently preempted for adminiStrative

uses and only secondarily made available for limited use in instruction,

often in the business department and sometimes in the math department, but

almost never on a widespread basis across a school.

With the advent of microcomputers,. then, a whale new realm of.computing

has been opened., Although manUfacturers at first saw .microcomputers as home

entertainment,devices,, they quickly began to realize'that the education mar-

ket was a sizable one and that they should begin to support'development of

-2-



instructional software, as well as the home entertainment and business pro-
gramS they were prepardd to offer. The rapid spread of microcomputers in

schools has Ted to pressure on textbook publishers to jump in and update

their curricula with computer programs to supplement existing series, or

whole new computer packages to 'substitute for older texts.

Perhaps no other educational innovation has expanded so rapidly in.

recent times. The National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) car-
ried out a- nationwide survey of computer use and published a summary re-
port in March 1981. It said, "About one half of the Nation's school dis-
tricts provide students with access to at least one microcomputer or com-
puter terminal....Microcomputers have .come to outnumber terminals propor-
tionally three to two....More than twice as many districts provide micro-
computers as terminals..,." School districts were asked As report only,

on interactive use of coMputers by students (i.e., instralional use), and
many districts indicated that they expected to increase the use of computers

in -the near future. (NCES, March tp81)

What should he noted is that while the presence of microcomputers is
increasingly rapidly there are problems: an inconsistent use of the tech-
nology, a lag in teacher training, and a scattershot approach to both hard-

ware and software acquisition. Schools are notable for their lack of long-

'range planning. Introducing microcomputers is an area in which'planning is
essential, especially in times of tight money. ,

Although the field. is too new for substantial research to have been
carried out, some efforts have begun which should help schools apply mi-

crocomputers productively. In a preliminary report on a 1981 study by

the Bank Street College of Education supported by.the National Institute of

Education`, Dr. Karen Sheingold identified five trends that "raise ques-

tions of critical import":

1.Differentiallaccess to microcomputers.

2. Emergence of new roles in response to microcomputers.

3.Lack of integration of microcomputers into elementary classrooms

ana curriculum.

4. Inadequate quantity and quality of software.

5. Lack of knowledge about the effects'an outcomes of microcomputers

in education.

In addition to these concerns, TERC's extensive work assisting edu:

cators has shown other problems to be important:

1.A shortage of preservice teacher, education programs.

2. A shortage of inservice programs for teachers and administrators.

3.A lack of systematic information sharing.

_3_,



4.The need for Federal funding to support advanced software research,

development, and disseminatibn, and to help schools in poor districts

acquire hardware, software, and qualified staff.

-Some of these problems will be solved by th naturally arising col-

laborations of schools (and of individual educators), sharing information,

equipment, and courseware, 4$ weliMS staff and consultants. Such col-

laboratives exist in most urban centers, and many of them have arign in-

formally. State agencies, such as the Regional Centers in Massachusetts

and the BOCES in New York, serve largemmbers of districts with infor-

mation and resources, but many are only beginning to be helpful in the

area of microcomputn. Teachei- centers, likewise,-are beginning to realize

that a prime prioritStiis microcomputer educationJor their.membership. So-

lutions will be found, but.recent cutbacks in Federal and state funding

are slowing down the rapid progress that microcomputer use saw in 1977 to

1979. These issues will be discussed in, greater detail in later ,chapters,.
o
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II. THE NEED FOR PLANNING

The most important first step for any school or for any group of

teachers is to create'a plan for the acquisition and implementation of

microcomputers. No single person can carry out a microcomputer program
with total success without getting input from school and community repre-

sentatives. The best plan involves all possible users' points of view
both to acquire a variety of perspectives and to build ownership of the

outcomes. Microcomputers may be a bargain, but investment-in any new
technology is,expensive and a serious decision for a schoolor system.
You want to get the most out of the funds you have available.

, TUI'does not mean that planning should at up years of time. Most

important, as soon as a plan is in place, you should act on it. Don't

worry about rapid changes in technology rendering what' you purchase obso-

lete. It's better to get started after a reasonableePlanning time, since
what ver you acquire Will be useful. It can always be moved down to a

elementary schooling level if'your budget will support further.acqui-

s tions. The field of microcomputer use is movklIg so fast that Education

may lose any power to influence the kinds of use that schools make, and
(4:ers will suffer from the lack Of support from the profession: Moreover,

without planning, the greatest advances will continue to accrue to wealthier

communities and their students, while other less _affluent communities.may

lose out.

A word of caution, if you'have already commited available funds to a
single brand of machine,and you want to change because there are good rea-

sons to vary your equipment,-don't feel thak you must stick to,your
inal chotce and spend yobr budget adding to the same brand. .D.tfferentini-

crocomputers are useful for different tasks and-curriculOil needs. You

trade off. the economy of supplying software for single make.o0machine
for the various advantages that different hardware and its software may

offer. Some schools started with PETs, for examplg, because-of the three-

for-two price break vendors were offering. They st+11',Use PETS but have

acquired Apples or Ataris in order-to teach LW or music, or other,spe-
del topics that are not yet availab& for :the PET. Similarly, the Com
pucolor, which offers many attractlirefeatdl*S., h4s very little educational

.Pftware, so unlels a school or system is willinWto.develop its owteach-
ing materials or use the machines simply for-programming BASIC or for word;'

processing instruction, it is a limiting choice. Some-machines offer col-,

or graphics, and this may be important to your curriculum.
4

Some schools are swapping their original purchases, for,different , .

equipment, or pooling software, or upgrading memory or other functions of

limited machines by adding on peripheral equipment. Softward'e4changes
make it possible to own a variety of machines f9Ndifferent Purposes,as

well as offerf?g the opportunityto experiment with a range of courseware.

You can encourage teachers to devei software; oftentimes, they do it on

their -own initiative. Someischoo1S-pay teachers fQr extra time, partku,,'

larly during the summer, in order to'clevelOp courseware that' is comp4tibl



with the school curriculum. (Hiring teachers to do summer curriculum de-

velopment issomething schools have done for-years.)

The best protection is to start small and get familiar with possibil-

ities before you add on. You can always reinforce your decision with new

equipment and. new software next year.

Pitfalls
(

Here are some of the things you should look out for:

1. Moving into bargains without prior planning, staff involvement,

or needs assessment.

2. No software budget - schools have found themselves with computers

and nothing to teach.

3. The machines selected lack features or software to suit you'r cur -

riculum.needs.
ti

. 4. No maintenance is available - this is particularly _true for sys-

tems.at a great distance from suppliers..

5: .There is no teacW education plan - again, machines have re-

mained idle,because of lack of qyalified faculty.

6. Letting all tflicroComputers get stuck in on,e department - this

is particularly.a problem at the beginning of a program when you don't

have very much equipment. (The tendency;is for the math department to

get the computers.)

7. Limiting use to gifted_ and talented students or those needing

remediation - not providing access for all ,students (male and female) or

all interested teachers."

8. Using only one mode, s%ich as drill and practice, instead of ex-

ploitibg the ful l potential'and'eange of microcompu,tvs -,you can kill

enthusiasm very quickly if the computer is seen ,as.limply replicating

the old workbook.

The Planning Group
.

The most important single thing ybu can do to foster successful cons -,

puter programs-in your school is to help create a climate of support, both

in the school and in the larger community. If you-ire an -administrator,or

if you are "'a teacheri Nur fittt planning efforts-should be to set up a

represeOtative committee involving teaCherS from different academic de-

partments, as welt as,the media center, and from different grade levels.
I

If you:re talking ,about a system-wide Computer program then you must

involve representatives fom,all the schools in the System, and be sure

that all grade-levels are included: (In the past, computer education was
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seeWas natural, for-'high sChools, but too expensive for.elementary schools.

Most educators who:are,experienced with computers feel that the earlier

computer instruction starts;themore:StUdent's will'benefit-in the long run.)

Your cpmmittee should include parents -because their support is es-
.

sential, both to mOntain students in the program and.to.help with funding

and linkages to business 'and Andustr;Y: Some parents also have been enthu-

siastic volunteer teachers to get instruction estarted,and loaners of their

own equipment. You should include administrators from several leyels. If

possible, tOe superintendent's office should be representedthe btAiness,

,office of your System; subject - matter. specialists, principals%,and depart-
ment chairpeople,'aswell. Ws never too early to get.the support of
those people who are goIng.to approve funding requests, and in.any case for -

compbter literacy to be widespread, it must be part of the total literacy

of everyone concerned with education. In many communities, it's possible
to get a representative from local businesses, either those -that manufac-
ture or distribute or service computers or computer-related functions,

or thos4e,that utilize computers'in their daily work. This is important,
because you want community support when budgets get voted on, donations.

"of equipment or instructors' time,and positions' to which you oan send stu-
dents for work-study once their skills are established. You also want pro-
fessional expertise on your committee, but remember that sophisticated.
engineering or, programming knowledge is not enough by itself on which to

base educational-computing decisions. Sometimes,,enthUsiastic pare 4s

or business representatives fail to realize that fact at the beginning. Y

One essential: to the extent possible, every member of the planning
group 2 and you yourself, if you are an administrator - should get some
hands-on experience with a microcomputer and some courseware assoon as

e possible. It will help with the planning process Try out several mi-
crocomputers at a workshop or:computer store, or arrange for a demonstra-
tion. Use some of the software you might be interested in having. With

the help of an instructor, or bg' yourself with a user's manual, try writing

a simple program so that you will get the feel of what students do. Read

everything you have time for - newsletters, magazines, journals dealing

with microcomputer use in schools, software, hardware. You can learn a

great deal this way. Wherever possible, arrange for, a hands-on workshop,

or for participation in one given.by your system, SEA, or professional or-
ganization. Try to include all interested parties over and beyond the plan-

ning group itself.

The following list of tasks foil the planning group js adapted from
one suggested by Kathryn M. Smith of ACES:

1. Analyze your curriculum needs.

2. Investigate and evaluate software. (See Chapter V.)

3. Visit programs in other schools or systems.

4. Attend aall possible conferences and vend-demonstrations.
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5.

v-
You want to"do and available software. (See er V.)

'---1

6. Make `a grid with your criteria listed allmg the side and the

available hardware along, the top, and decide what you need and can afford.

Be sure to indlude availability of support and maintenance..(See Chapter

V..and "Funding Strategies" below.),

7. Work,out an implementation timetable for e strategies you think

make the most sense (trir-period with leased equipment,purchase in stages,

summer curriculum development, ongoing teacher education).

8. Develop teacher education and professional development strategies.

9. Establish necessary financial and staff commitments and criteria

for success.

10% Establish program evaluation criteria.

4

11. Get support from staff, parents, community, financial aid sources.

12. Establish ongoing tasks for the planning group, and.incldde re-

planning.

Funding Strategies

Although money is tight fqr new programs, amazingly most schools that

have wanted to start a computer.program have been able to find support for

it from one or another source of funding. A little ingenuity is often

called for, but success is possible. Below we will discuss some of ithe

sources of support that school systems have utilized.

,
.

1. Regular school budget. Even if money is tight, i& possible to

find ways to incorporate.a computer program- particularly -a microcomputer

program - in your school or syStem budget, The first essential is to

start early enough to make sure that you have time to touch all bases

in order to generate support and also to revise your 'equest to meet the

realities that a particular school may be facing. .S systems have a

single computer program that is part of the'systemwiq -budget with eoUip-

ment, staff, software, and maintenance shared among the schools in the

system. In some school istricts, individual schools have their own pro-

grams and the budget is presented as part of the annual,submission to the,

district for funding. One thing you should consider is getting represen-

tatives from several departments in the school together to share costs.

This takes careful working out, where it's possible at all, because you

must be sure that each department gets its fair share of the use of the

equipment and the softWare is provided for each curriculum need. Again, ,

by pooling resources.and having a plan that extends over the long range,

schools have been ible to acquire equipment that no one department, and

certainly no one teacher,could have budgeted.

One ray that large mainframe computers were acquired in the past,

1 4
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was to share the use of the central computer with the business office
of the school or system and even with awn business offices in small towns.
This was very practical but it had some drawbacks because of the need to '

get very clear statements of time allocations. With microcomputers, al-
though they can be linked to form a petwork and share resources, the basic
problem of shared use As that you may not have the compUters were you want ,

them for instructional pueposes if the business office has pressing need.
In general,'it is a mistake to share microcomputers etween administrative and
instructional functions, since the primary need is to get the most time
for the greatest number of students.

2. Federal funding_ and state block grants and other pass- through\
fundin . Until quite-recently, most microcomputer purchases are reported
as awing been accomplished with the aid of Title IVb and Title IVc. Since
the end of Title IV funding, state coordinators are,hard pressed to find
money for local school systems to purchase equipment. Title I 4s still a,
major source while it continues, since the use of microcomputers for reme-
dial instruction is widespread. An example of a successful Title I pro-
gram is the Merrimac Educatjon Collaborative's work in the towns of)lorfh-
eastern Massachusetts. (Other areas of federal funding that havg supported
microcomputer programs are the legislation for gifted and talented stu-
dents, handicapped sutdents, and bilingual students.) In a recent study
of New York State's capital districts, the respondents indicated the con-
tent areas in which they use computers. The highest use was in math, next
remedial, next gifted and talented, and next sciences, with other fields

*falling'far behind. (Willie, August 1981 - see Appendix)

If your system has someone who watches thelederal Register, or the
Commerce Business Daily, there may be Requests for Proposals you can bid
on, or for which you can be part of a collaborative effort with other
school districts, universities, professional organizations, nonprofit agen-
cies, teacher centers, or industry. In the past year, the National Science-
Foundation and the National Institute of Education have been among the Fed2
eral agencies issuing Requests for Proposals to do with microcomputers in
instruction. While none of these would support the acquisition of hard-
ware as the purpose of the proposal, your computer education budget could
benefit from research or development funds brought in from the outside.

3. State funds under curriculum services, teacher education, elemen-
tary/ secondary, educational technology, special education, vocational
education. An example of a state agency providing inservice education is
the Commonwealth Inservice Institute in MassachusettS, which grants up to
$1500 to a school system for a teacher- education program. Because of the
pressing need for trained staff to use computers, this kind of program
has subsidized much of the develoPment of the computer area in Massachu-
setts schools. BOCES and state regional centers will often provide in-

\ kind help, as well as teacher education. In some BOCES, equipment is
) rented to member schools and maintained by the BOCES. The cost saving to

the school system is significant, but the greater saving is in the respon-
sibility for maintenance and in the sharing of software and peripherals.

-9-
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4. Community support. Local businesses can often be called upon

to back a school's or system's purchase of microcomputers, either as con-

tributidn ;to the public good, or(with a slight note of self-interest)as

students are qualified to take up their places later in the bilsinesse_

when they finish their formal education. Industry has been supportive

in some instances. In one Connecticut city, the school system benefited

from the building of new headquarters for a formerly out-of-state com-

pany, since the company was interested in attracting employees and making

itself welcome in the town.
o

P

Although, you can't depend on such sources asPTAs to support a major

Microcomputer effort in yot& schools, many a district can point with pride

to the initial equipment bought through the.activities of an energetic .

Parent-Teacher Association. Carwashes, bake-sales, benefits have all pro-

duced money for targeted purchases. Individual'Arents and teachers, and

students, have often lent.or shared their equipment, and parents can be

volunteer teachers where qualified faculty are in short supply. High-

technology, employerS .can.also be sources of support. In Massachusetts.

and New Hampshire, school districts have been able to get equipMent at big

discounts after writing proposals to local industry. In some cases, long-

term or short-term loans of qualified staff time to train teachers have

been arranged with equipment manufacturers. (For example-: the Humphrey

Occupational Resource Center in Boston has. a staff person who is on loan

from Digital-Equipment Corporation to, help establish and maintain the -

computer education program.)

5. Manufacturers. While not everyone has had suCce in getting

outright grants from computer manufacturers. or vendors, se .ral com-

panies have at least made offers of help. The Apple Foun ion and the

newly established Atari Institute for Educational Action search are

both looking for innovative programs and applications o their computers

in education. Apple has supported software developmen , and Atari is

now offering both cash and equipment in its announcements. Control Data

Corporation was very helpful to schools in Minnesota in getting started

with the programs that have flourished there, and which indeed form a mod-

el for state policy and implementation of computers in education, In New.

England,DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) and Wang have been important

contributors to school programs, and others are joining in. Whether you

contact such manufacturers through the. corporate giving office or through

specific proposals to the marketing department is a question that varies

from firm to firm. Certainly, if you. have such an employer in your school

district, it makes good sense to schedule an appointment for a visit with

someone high up to discuss the importance of the company's support.of your

educatitn program to its own future, as well as the .obligation the company

should feel to the-community in which At is housed.

-10-



STATE POLICIES, PRACTtCp, AND SERVICES

The scene in New England and New York, as-everywhere, changing

--,,rapid*. Where two years ago, SEAs. were not considering anythr4g like.
a policy in regard to microcomputer acquisitions, microcomputer educa-
tion fore teachers, and software exchanges, now all seven states in the
Northeast region-are at least working on state-level plans for implemen-,
tation at local levels. MassachuSetts, for example, which had no single
person in charge of computer education, now has set up a task force on
instructional technology; which has. begun meeting under the pressure to
deal with this issue constructively:

4

In this book, we will not deal extensively with either the state
policies that are rapidly changing, case studies of practices in the
region, or st4te-surveys; some of which are extremely Informative. KPH'
itself-will maintain a file of these. At this point, we will only touch. base

with-the-Wide range of current4olicies and -practices within the region
and outside of it. We have,',heWever, included in the Appendix, portions
of a report by Nancy Willie, SUNY/A1114ny, on "The Instructional Uses
of Computers in the Public Schools of the Capital District of New York
State." Although the report reflects the responses of only 60 of the
100 districts in the 11-county capital area, it gives valuable informa-
tion on the ways in which.computers are used, software is acquired, and
teachers are educated in computer use.

One reason such a-variety of state and local policies and Oograms
exists is ecause of the very nature of the American democracy itself.
Within the last two years France announced plans to purchase 10,000 mi-

crocomputers for installation In all its schools. England followed with
a reporteI 4,000 microcomputers to be bought for its schools. In the Uni-
ted States., legislators shy away from any semblance of a national curricu-
lum or mandated educational program policy because of the sacredness of
local option. This is true on the Federal level, and it is just as true
on the state level. A state, may issue ,guidelines for microcomputer selec-
tion and purchase over a certain amount, or it may research and recommend
particular kinds of equipment or even particular brands of hardware. It
refrains from requiring all school districts to buy a single brand of mi-
crocomputer.

This has led to such policies as that-Of the SEA. in Nebraska, where
schools may buy what they wish, but the state- supported maintenance system
will only service Apple Cost-efficiency is maintained and,local op-
tion is not deniers, Fffectivelv, however, schools are likely to buy Apples.

Simkilarly in Minnesota, which has the nearest thing to state-con-
trolled educational computing (see below), MECC services only Apples, al-
though it assumes that communities already 26wn or will buy ther brands
and is itself moving into Ataris.

In some states, decisions fall de facto.on intermediary offices or
agencies In New York,, purchases of computing equipment must be reviewed

-11
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by the state if they exceed $10,000. Similar coAstraints_exist in other

states. As -a result, schools buy their micros out 'of other peckets.to

avoid losing state reimbursements. .(This has become'the situation in

public and private colleges, as well4 where micros are bought out of -de-

-partment-budgets to avoid 'going through the approval,procedure for major

equipment acquisition.). .

Although title IV funds are. no longer available, Title IV-gusiplines

are still used in many states. In Vermont, thfollowing policy 'was pub-
_

lished fer ESEA Title IVc.

,MINI, GRANT APPLICATIONS t

-REQUtSTING ACOMPUTER/TERMINAL

A Mini Grant will be' awardedawarded to an elementary or a secL'
ondai4y scho461.in a $,upervisory'district/ union for an *
educational program using a computer if:

. .

. . .
.

A. There is nocomputer or terminal being used for in-

struction in an elementary school within the super-
visory district /union if the application is for a pro-

ject at th,e elementary school level.

B. There is no cqmputer or terminal being used for- in-

struction in a secondary school within the supervisory

district/union if the application is fora project at

the secondary school level,

C. The proposal includes an educational'plan,for 'use of

the computer in curriculum areas and -does not just ad-

dress computer literacy.

D. The project includes a plan to share the pltiject ac-

tivities, results, etc. with other teachers in the dis-

trict/union of the Mini Grant program.

E. The project meets all other Mini GryInt criteria.

New York, by 1980, had developed two de facto standards for schools:

TRS-80 Level I for elementary schools; Apple II for secondary schools.

This doesn't seem to have constrained either the BOCES or the schools from

buying PETS, Ataris, or other machines. A local model is one BOCES plan

for leasing'micros and peripherals to schools with maintenance and state

reminbursement built in; again it is de facto.

Outside New England and New York other programs are worth study. Se-v-

eral are described briefly below.

Oinnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC)

MECC is nationally known as the only statewide computer.education agen-
timeshare basis, coo tive

cy. It provides computing'services on a p

-12-



purchasing, teacher training, software and courseware development and

sharing, information, a newsletter, and all manner of ancillary support

systems. MECC has-Seven regional computer service centers. A couple of

years ago,,MECC decided to go microcomputer and settled on the Apple II

(and now the Bell & Howell "black Apple") as the computer, of choice. They

reasoned that they could-provide software and maintenance only to one type

of micro, although they recognize tlit schools will buy ot*ers that serve

their particular needs better. MECC has carried out an exhaustive study

and put out a report, 1979-80 Microcoulputer Report, which deScribes the

specifications they agreed on (e4. nocasspttes must have disk; graph-

ics; etc.)A. This is a very useful research study and reference. In 1979,

MECC bought 1,000 .Apples, 100 in one month alone, through an open bidding

process. Through such a process, they are attempting to make the chaos of

microcomputers in education more.manageable. As of this writing, MECC was

adding Atari microcomputers to its recommended and serviced micros.

MECC is now an agency of the SEA, the State. University System, and

the State Administrative Office, all of which send representatives to the

governing board, which also includes users of MECC.. MECC's pOlity is -de-

termined within limits and overseen by the Minnesota State Legislature.

The Oregon-Council for Computer Eduction (OCCE)

Beginning in 1971 as a volunteer organization of 25 computer educa-

tion enthusiasts, OCCE now-numbers hundreds of individuals front every

level ofeducation all over Oregon -.. It is involved with teacher training,
influencing state policy, linking colleges with schools, information

sharing.. It publishes The Computing Teacher, a newsletter that haS evolved

into a unique journal for. teachers. It has been the chief impetus for a

statewide task force on computing education.

Region IV Education Service Center, Houston, Texas

Region IV actually serves three. regions of the Texas education sys-

tem, serving most of the student populatilon of the state. It .was estab-

lished by the Legislature 14 years ago to provide services to schools in

the region. The Region IV,CAI staff have produced a booklet which js

an excellent state-of-the-art resource to educators.. The Center collected
requests from 'region schools and put out a bid for group purchase of mi

crocomputers at a low unit cost. In this regard they are following the

MECC model described below... The initial purchase was $600,000 worth of

microcomputers.

Texas seems to be following MECC's lead, and other states are plAn-

ning to do so. While in each case, open requests for bids are circulated,
the specifications are often-so explicit that only one or two brands can

match them. This does simplify software sharing and maintenance and gives

an edge on purchasing and price.
WY

What none of the existing approaches do is tackle systematically and

purposefully the persfstent problem ,of inequity between inner cities and

affluent suburbs, or suburbs and rural districts. For this, a national
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priority and funding must be authorized. To date, this has not happened.

At the April mo hearings of the Congress on Technology in Education, .A
grouP after group made the point that the power of microcomputers in edu-

Cation is only beginning to be.realized and that federal support must be,

given to providing equal potential for all schools and teachers and stu-

dents'. In the 1981-82 budged cuts, this priority like many others

suffered.

1
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IV. KINDS OF USES YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
qf r

AND NOW TO FIT THEM INTO SCHOOL PRACTICE

With the increasing importance of computers in society, and the de-.
crease in computer costs, there is a great deal of interest in using com-
puters and teaching .courses about computers in schools. Some ways that
computers. Might be used in the schools are these:

Computer. Awareness:

Computer Literacy:

Computer and Society

Computer ProgramMing:

How,computers work; how they are
used; cowputer terminology; etc.

Learning hovr to use one or more com-
puter programming languages; how to
interpret computer programs and cm:.
puteroUtput; how to.provide input--
for computer. prUgrams,

-
The social impact dekomputers; fin-
pact on jobs, the economy, indivi-
dual rights, etc.

Developing the ability to carry out
computen programming projects, using
a variety of computer languages.

Vocational Computer Education: Learning the skills necessary for com-
puter related jobs.

Computer Science: Understanding the theory of how com-
puters work, how computer languages
are designed, etc,

Computer PrOgramming as an
t Aid to Problem Solving:

Computer Simulations:

Computer 'Games for Teaching
Logical Thinking:

Computer programming used to develop`
cognitive abilities in problem solvifig,
and in specific. subject areas, such as
math, language, social studies, etc.

Providing simulated "environments" with
which students can investigate areas of
mathematics, social studies, ecology,

-physics, etc:

Many computer games.are designed to
hold a user's attention and interest'
while teaching skills of logical
thinking.



The Computer in the

LaboratorY:

Business Applications:

Programmed Instruction:

Computer-managed'
,Instruction:

Drill and Practice:

Computers for Artistic
Expression:

Computers as Aids to
Handicapped Students:

Computers for Remediation:

Computers can free students from,
lab drudgery and permit morc, better

labs.

Students in accounting and office oc-
cupations need to gain skills in word,
processing, data-base management, and
automated accounting.

Computers are used as "teachersn'which
provide students with information in .

subject areas,. give tests, and monitor
'student progress. Students learn 4
theW4own pace.

C
Computers are used to keeprecords
ofsaleeni progress in any subject
are177.A profile of student skjlls
and understandings can, be avaable
to a student or teacher at any time.

Using computers to provide routine
practice in basic skills: arithmetic,
spelling, etc. These programs often
monitor student progress as well.

Computers can be used for visual arts,
animations, music, etc. Using compu-
ters in the arts can aid basic learn-
ing in the arts as well as provide mo-
tivation for learning computer program-
ming.

Computers can be helpful to students
who are physically, mentally, or emo-
tionally handicapped, in a variety

of modes.

aaSic skills programs that allow stu-
dents to move at theiriown speed in

.an individualized learning role.

Computers for gifted and

talented: Enrichment-activilties beyond the stan-

dard curriculum.

(See alsO Nanc3i Willie' Capltal.District'repOrt in the Appendix.)
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' A'. Some Applications

,,We haVe been dividing the many instructional uses of computers into
three categories that seem to us to provide a very simple handle'on this
burgeoning field. To these three - computer as teacher, tool, or object to
be taught we are adding-a fourth, the computer as a management tool.

THE COMPUTER AS TEACHER (sometime called CAI or Com ter.-a?iisted

Instruction): When a computer is used As a teacher, it has been repro-

grammed to.determipe what a student will learn. This can-take many forms.

Several are named below with-.sample programs listed.

a. Drill and Practice

Milliken Math One segment of a K-#6.sequence of math activities. This

program proyideS for a certain amount of record keeping and "managemqnt" of
InstruCtiOn,:as.well as practice for the student

Hartley Early Reading - This program provides practice with word an
letter recognition.

1

Georgia 1-ech Fractions Anexample of a drill-and-practice prOgram
which also provides for two modes of learning: visual and numerical,-,Far
too few programs attempt this.

b. Tutorial Programs

Programs designed to teach as, welt as provide practice, There are
few good examples of this type of program .for microcqmputers. These pro-
grams tend to involve a lot of text.

Applewriter Tutorial= This program is provided with the Applewriter
word-processing program. .

Apple PILOT Introduces the basic commands and operating system of
an early version of PILOT for the 'Apple.

URSA A program from MECC (Minnesota Educational Computing Consor-
tium) designed to "teach about constellations."

c. 0*riculum-oriented Games

These can make practice more fun, at least for some students.

DArts...T A game for practicing fraction concepts from BBN (Bolt
Beranek anl'Newman)

Tdk-Man A game for learning about factoring and prime numbers.
(MECC)

Hurkle Practicing the \use of rectangular coordinates. (MECC)



d. Simulations
11

, These game-lik ctivities allow students to make 'decisions, and in-
,

teract in situations hat are often too complex, historical, expensive,or

distant to be brought into the classroom. Students should be trainea to

evaluate the. 'accuracy of simulations they use. Learning about4computer

modeling as a technique may be one of the most important effects of using

simulations.

\ .

Oregon - Make decisions made by travelers On the Oregon trail. (MECC)

T

1111,

Civil - Pretend to be a general in the Civil 14r. (MECC)

Lemonade Stand -/run a simulated mini--business. (Apple)

Odell Lake-- Be a fish. Can you escape from your predators? (MECC)

A .k

Dynaturtle - Pilot a rocket ship to a landing In outer space. De-

velop intuitive insights about Newton's laws of motion. *cMIT LOGO Group)'

mo - This is a computer language, and -a curriculumcdesigned to

allow st clents to create their own simulations! (Dynatik PrOJect, Lesley

College)

Geology Search - Search for oil in a new continent, simulating tests

used by geologists. (McGraw-Hill)

Logic and Problem-solving Games

This large category includes many claswic games which have computer

counterparts.

Bagels - A computer version of "Mastermind" (MECC) /

'Buggy - Find a student's "bug" in doing arithmetic. This one is

also a kind of'simulation. (BBN)

2. THE COMPUTER As Tim. Programs in this category give users some

capabilities hey didn't have before, making access to certain kinds of

learning much easier. .

a. Calculators and Statistical packages; Visicalc 6n accounting

system).

b.. Word Processors (for print production and for language arts)

c. Thecomputer as a laboratory instrument, to collect, analyze,

and display data and graph real-time experiments.

d. Data-base manipulation, searching.

24
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Communications Network. (TERC Cooperative Software Exchange)

f. The Computer in the arts - PAINTER, an "artistic" program that
LI.

affords another dimension to creativity, Computer music is in the same

category. (High School. Computer Science Project, University of Tennessee.

. Now published by McGraw -Hill as Computer Power.)

3. TRE COMPUTER IS OBJECT TO BE' TAUGHT.

a Programmingacomputer like teaching.

b. Problem Solving. Experiments conducted at the Universitr6f M s-

sachuset-W

f-

c. The Computer as .,a Learning Environment .LOGO/ "turtle" gr'aphits

(M.I.T.)

A word of elution: Don't lock into one mode or One instructional

package. There are ways to incorporate computers Productively into al-
most any teaching area. Lgok at math, business, science, but also look
at language arts, social' studies, special education, remedial education,

music, art, and other areas that have not been considered traditional ones
for computer Use. Every week, new software is announced that can fit into

a wide range of subject areas..

There ig a tendency for schools to think of computers as only useful

in computer-assisted Instruction (CAI). In Congressional 'hearings on In-

formation Technology in Education in April 1980, Dr. J.C. Licklider, Mass-

achusetts Institute of Technology, point 'ed out that one reason_that in-

formation technology has nOt yet led a major impact on education is that

The basic philosophy has beh incorreet - computers
haVe been used to "push. facts into students," but
the approach that works besat is "to use'the computer...

-to create a stimulating learning environment and to make
the computer a partner to the student in exploring and
in solving, problems."

, At the same hearings, Dr. Ernest Anastasio,Educational Testing Ser-
vice, reported on the outcomes ETS and Dr. Patrick Suppes found in eval-
uating computer use in CAI. In ETS's NIE-supported-,study of drill and N
practice in Los Angeles, the evatuation showed that, "Although test
scores increased for children receiving CAI they tended to make the same
sort of errors, with the same freguency,as children that did not receive
CAI, suggesting that test-taking skills, not understanding, were im-
proved."

4. T COMPUTER AS A MANAGEMENT TOpLt_Although this book does not

intend deal with the use of mirrocomnuterc for school manaompnt - i.p.,

student management or administrative office needs or business office uses

we should point out that a McirrocoMputer can handle the bulk of the computer



needs Of a school -or, sMall system. the only limitation is the amount--

of memory required in alffrge system,.anctas of this writing,.new disk -

memories exist that give microcomputers extended storage capacity-and quick

retrieval-. Some-administrators use computers to monitor-student activities.

departme9t bud9ets, SUppries; books, or etluipment inventories,,-

attendance,- -addres.lists, student sched4les,-. individual academic records,

athletic teams and activities, to name a few obvious areas.

Withril\the 'administrative uses, of course, is the area of testing..

One of the appeals of much computer-assisted software for'school personnel

is that students' development is tracked anti they ale, in effect, tested

as themo.- In "our, opihion; however, to use computers primarily'as a test.--

ingAevice would be` to lose the .benefit.of theeRormotis range Of educa-

tionally.mOtivating materials*that.even howare avapable,OCto render
the microcomputer merely an animated and self-.cOrrecting,fembT multiple-

choice. test. The amount of-learning and tfte range of learning styles::

would be severely limited, and the'fresh magic of the computer would very
likely be killed for many students. What the.thicrocothputer does-make possible

is the.kind.of individUalized teaching in which the student paces

(or herself) againSt-his own expectations, and works at his own-rate,

Using this kind of ''self-paced study,". the teacher can very quickly-see

how well each student is doing and where to offer help. (A very interest-

ing study of computers in classroom's was Carried. out by the M.I.T. LOGO

Group in the Brookline, -Mass., Public:Schools under the direction of Dr.

Seymour Papert and Dr. Daniel Watt. The report of-this.study ts essential-

ly a series of case studies .of individual'studenW progress as demon-..

strated in thp computer files and_ClaSsroom activities.).

All this being,said, we should call attention to the whole area of

computer-managed instruction (CMI). In a typical CMI systeth, the stu-

dent will log in, answer,questions, take a brief pre-test that,deter-

mines what stage of a course the student has mastered, and then receive

an assignment,to carry out, either 'on the computer or away from it on a

form that can be fed directly into the computer, which then Scores'the,

assignment and tells the student what to do next, either on a new topic

.
or as a redo.of the initial study. Such diagnostic/prescriptive-pro-

grams can be very useful when used-under a teacher's careful.guidance.

One danger is that because they are time-saving,' teacher's will tend to

rely on them rather than on their own trained judgment ofAjodividual

students' deVelopment Old learning needs. Particularly inlUnnection

with special needs.or learning-disabled students, the diagnostic aspect

of CMI programs may be very helpful. One problem, in our opiniori, is

that a test is most useful when it serves to instruct, as well as to,measUre

a static point of learning. Another problem is that like all-computer

software,.CMI programs are extremely variable, and some of them seem to

develop the art of test-taking rather than mastery of the concept being

taught:
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BSI MI AMBLE

B. Location of Microcomputers in Relation to School Use.

In the early days of computer use, mainframes -.because of their
size were often located away from the center of use,, while terminals

for timesharing were likely to be clustered in the business department
ormath department. With the advent of microcomputers, some systems
sillmaintain their micros in the business depa ment or the math depart-

ment, buf-new locations are emerging as tea t,ind out what is most

useful to them,
4*

A great deal dependS on the number of computers a school or system
has available: Ideally;.each clasSroOm should have at leaSt one computer
to be used as 'needed in the'day's subject areas and for use before and

after class and during lunchtime and other breaks. Since at this time,

schools have limited numbers of computers, a range of options exist. One
popular place tolocate microcomputers is in the media-center or library
because there is always:a person an hand to act as at least a minimal re-
source,and because the media center serves as a central location for 'rano

classes. A:number of systems in this region have set up'computer centers-,
usually in one schol for-a whole system and often in the high school. of
a-Small syStem. In larger systems, clusters of classrooms may share the
available computers. In times of declining enrollment, it ys often
sible to.set aside a whole classroom for computer use and keep the soft7

ware library there. Alternatives are to have computers in each class-
room, to haVe a school or systemwide teacher center in.which microcompu-

ters are housed, or to have the computers on mobile carts so that they can
be wheeled from classroom to classroom throughout a floor or even (with
the help of 'elevators) throughout .multistoried Schools. This last_iscum-
bersoMe but possible... Where intermediary agencies exist, such as the
French Rivet' Teacher Center in Central Massachusetts or several of the
130CES in New York State, the -Computers and' their maintenance people and
software and teacher educatorS' can all -belOcated in a single location.
to serve a wide reach as many as twenty districts.

While centralized Computer resource areas seem to be the wave of
the future, we should urge.that people not lose sight of the advantages
of ,having at least one computer per classroom, elementary and secondary,
in addition. For whole-class use, a number of microcomputers really are
essential, since the most important component af,computer learning is
access to hands-on time. Still, regular computer instruction classes
afford only one of the ways'in which students can learn, and time to ex-
plore outside of formal classroom instruction is a real boon to many stu-
dents. More-over, if the computer is to become part of the total class-

room environment as many think it must do in the .,near future, the habit

of computer use needs to be established early, and a classroom computer
does help to make the resource a-commonplace in'students' minds.

., An important concern is that the computer not be limited as time-
. sharingymainframes were, for the most part, to secondary or vocational
,schoOls. Many pedagogical,specialists have argued - and we agree - that
the ,earlier students are exposed to a learning tool or environment, the
_better accomplished-theY become Yi in its use No school sage child is too
'Young to carry out some'pleasurable and valuable activities with a micro-

,

computer.



In locating the
you

where they will provide the best access

and the widest use, you should consider,as well,the location of the soft-

ware library without which computer use is severely limited. If you have

a centralized computer, room, the library should be there, If microcompu-

ters are located around the building or system, it is a good idea to set

up a circulating library of courseware under the charge of the person who

can maintain it and schedule its use. If the computer is on a cart, for

example, at least some basic software for that computer should be with

the machine. Duplicate programs are often, necessary with a decentralized

system. When teachers,or students are encouraged to take a microcomputer

home over vacation time or weekends, software should be available to them

to encourage productive use of e computer.

A final consideration is ease of hardware maintenance. While mic'o-

computers are extraordinarily hai-dy, inevitably there are breakdowns, or

problems arise which require more knowledge of electronics than the class-

room teacher can be expected to have. If your school system can afford

it, it is enormously helpful to hire a troubleshooter on staff or on a

stand -by basis or to have the vendor train one or more teachers to diag-

nose and repair common problems.. Sometimes a bright high schooler or an

electronics hobbyist teacher can serve part time in this capacity. Parent

volunteers may help. For most schools, the best solution is to have an

arrangement with the nearest Computer store or the nearby manufacturer's

i-epresentative from whom the equipment was purchased. One ingenious so-

lution in a New York BOCES is for all equipment to be owned by the BOCES

and leased to thQ schools. When a breakdown occurs, the machine is re-

placed instantly with a comparable one as part of the leasing arrange-

ment, and repairs can be made withogt pressure of time.

Sometimes, you can buy a service policy or warranty with -your

puters, especially if you are putting out specifications for bidding on

a quantity purchase. One cheerful thought is that a microcomputer-is

light in weight, especially if it does not have an attached display, so

it is not too difficult for someone to drop it off at the repair shop or

center.



V, WHAT You NEED TO KNOW RIGHT AWAY

Information Sources

The field of computers in education is expanding so rapidly that in-

formation is increasingly easy to find (though it,may not all be in agree-

ment), It depends what you're looking for information about. If you're

looking for general information, there are some very good sources within

easy reach.

First,computer stores tend to be full of information. Granted,if thg

store markets one brand of computers, most of its information will be

slanted toward tnat brand. In addition, until recently, computer store

salespeople were not terribly well informed about educational applica-

tions, even of their own machines. The same kinds of help are frequently
available from manufacturer's representatives who are trying to provide,

both hardware and a teaching package as incentive to buy. Increasingly,

the tailinay be wagging the dog as manufacturers realize the dollar po-

tential.of curriculum programs.
r;7

Because of the fast turnaround time in getting informationout, com-

puter journals, educational publications, and alrkinds of newsletters tend

to be a very good source of information, A handful of these are directly

tailored to the needs of schoo4 people at the elementary or secondary level

or both. General publications will deal with all sorts of issues that con-

cern school people. There are also specialized publications on hardware

and on software, including software evaluations. Representative 1-rStsof pub-

lications_can be found in the Appendtr.'

Books are plentiful. A brow* through your local mass-market book-

store or a college bookstore will produce a good armful of hardbound and
softbound 600ks aimed at teaching you how to use your personal computer,

how to program in BASIC,,how to think about the implications of computers

in-education. While many of-these are useful'for people who have had hands-

on experience or yrho have 0 microcomOuter at hand while reading, some of

them are too specialized abstruse for the reader seeking preliminary

information. Some are provocatiVe: Seymour Papert's Mindstorms has become

a best seller. Intentional Educations, a Watertown, Mass., firm is pre-

paring a series of publications aimed specifically at educators, including

an introductory volume, Addison-Wesley i the publisher. The National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics provffts a bibliography of articles about

computers from its magazines. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Re-

sources at Syracuse University School of Education brings out, from time
to time, bibliographies of articles that have appeared in ERIC listings

on microcomputer use. While many of these information sources are ex-
tremely useful, it would be hard for a beginner to cover all those list-
ings to start with, and the lists are growin.eve'ryday.

A major source of informationfor school teachers and administrators
is the user groups that-have grown up in many regions around individual

brands of microcomputers. sharing of hardware ,information and sharing of



software are significant parts of their activities. Likewise, informal
networks exist in many parts of the country, and throughout the North-.
east, often centered,on a single group or resource center. For example,

the Computer Education Resource Coalition in the Boston area involves

several groups whose, activities and resources are complementary. Meet-

ing once a month, this group 'has planned shared activities-and-has spon-,

sored information exc 'hange. The Boston Computer Society, while its pri-
mary interests are not education per se, also serves as a clearinghouse
fonrinformation about hardware and publishes a magazine that includes
a calendar of events in the Greater Boston region.

There are national networks and national organizations that are es-
sential to knowlbout. Such groups as the Association for Educational
Data Systems, the Association for Computing Machloery, the Association

for-the Development of Computer Based Instructional Materials, the Na-
tional Educational Computing Conference, the Association for Educational

Communications and Technology, and the International Council for Computers

in Education are useful sources'Qf information. So are the professional

associations of school administrators, teachers of mathematiCS, science;

social studies, and English. Another kind of information source is Micro-

SIFT, the software'network based at the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory and funded.by the National Institute'-of Education. TERC is a

soOkce of information through its open house days, workshops, and newsletter,

Hands On! These and other resource organizations and networks are listed

in the Appendix. Still another information source, once you are started

in computers, is the natioal data bases on various kinds of information

or software. Some of these are directly accessible by telephone or com-

puter connection,Don't forget to rhPck with your State Department of Ed-

ucation to see what help and information it provides.

In general, the best way to obtain information'is to hook into your

local user groups and education networks for ongoing support. National

groups will provide you with newsletters, magazines, meetings, and some-

times telephone'hotlineS. Local groups will provide you with instant sup-

port and with experiences that parallel your own because of regional leg-

islation, funding, and social and educational climate.' In this respect,
microcomputer networks are very like hobby networks people are generous

with their time and help, and the amount of information shared is far more

than anyone could afford to purchase.

4$

B. Hardware.

1. Sources. The sources, of hardware are obvious; most schools buy
directly from a manufacturer or an intermediary, such as a sales agent or

a computer store. While some computers ore acquired through swaps, loans,

or sharing, the bulk are purchased directly by a single institution. In

some cases, collective purchasing is carried out and this can be a source

of significant savings. Bidding procedures are,specified.in each state or
district, and generally by the time a solicitation for bids is put out,
the particular computers desired have been determined by the committee
writing the specifications, so what is negotiated is the best deal. Be
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careful: the best price is not the only issue for a school to consider -
service or maintenance warranties, rangeof software, free staff training
in use .and maintenance are all factors for you to think about.. The avail-
ability of particular software and particular machine capabilities is es-

sential. Do be sure that your computer committee has .a chance to try out
several kinds of machines and software, and that you yourself, if you are
a decision maker, acquire some hands-on eRperience with the machines and

-peripherals among which you are choosing.

Before you establish criteria for decision making, you need to set-
down your objectives for microcomputer education and its place within
the school and curriculum After you make a tentative choice,'hased on
a decision model like the one we include in the Appendix, or like others

we refer you to, you should. consult the-vendor to make sure your choice

is a practical one -i.e, that it meets your needsrand that the software

you want is available for it. The following list of questions that any ven-
dor should be able to answer has been circulated widely, and we have been
unable to track down the source, but we reproduce.it here because it is so

useful.

1. What other schools have purchased this hardware?

2. What successes and failures have they had in its use?

3. What are the reliability statistics on the computer and its

peripherals?

4. What documentation exists on,the hardware, operating system,and

languages? Are there both tutorial and reference materials?

5. How much assistance will the vendor provide in installing and

checking out the equipment?

6. y kind of repair support is provided? For example -

a. Is there a trouble-shooting manual?
b. Is there a "hot line" telephone service? Toll free?

c. Will *e vendor make repairs on site?
d. Will the vendor provide you with a "loaner" while your

system is being repaired?
e. Where is the closest walk-in service center to you?
f. Where is the "mail-in" service center? How long do

they take? ft

How much do/repairs cost? Is there a fixed fee annual contract

available?

How long arg warranties?
S

9. What peripherals are provided by the vendor? What peripherals

are provided by vendors foi" this hardware?

10. How does this hardware compare to its competitors for the uses you
. have in mind?
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11. Who 'is the contact person for the nearest users group for this

hardware?

12. What.training will the vendor provide in the operation, mainten-

ance ana programming of this hardware?

13. Can the vendor relate the technical specifications of the hard-

ware to your user needs?

14. 'What software exists for this hardware that you need?

2. Microcomputers. All microcomputers currently available offer es-

sentially the same capabilities though they may be programmable in different

languages, have specialized software applications to particular fields, have

differing amounts of built-in memory, and come with or without certain pe-

ripherals built in, such as a display, a disk drive, or game paddles.

The "intellivence"of the microcomputer is the central processing

unit (CPU). The fact that the CPU is a single tiny silicon --chip has-made

the microcomputer possible. The steadily decreasing cost of microcomputers

is the result of miniaturization which allows much more information to ap- ./

pear on a chip.
4

Machines vary in the amount of memory they ape with but all can ex-

pand that memory through the.use of add-on memory units or can allow you

to store information on disks or cassettes and call it had( only when

you need it, leaving the built-in memory of the machine free for current

programming use. Basically, there are three kinds of memory that a micro-

-computer mayu-se: "read only memory" (ROM), "random access memory" (RAM),

and mass-storage memory. ROM cannot be changed, so it does not "forget"

It is used for start-up and for fixed programs. For certain machines,

such as the Texas Instruments/sthe Atari, or the TRS-80 color computer,

ROM is supplied in a cartridge that plugs right into the machine. (Far

some machines, the lanyuage is built in,' for others it is supplied in

ROM or on a disk.)

RAM is the active memory that you can feed into. It "forgets" data

when power is removed,so purchased programs are usually in the form of

ROM, disks, cartridges, or cassettes that are permanent. For microcom-

puterscthe mass storage devite is a cassette usable with a standard tape

recorder to,load programs, or a small flexible "floppy" disk (often called

,a diskette): This, gives a microcomputer access-to large amounts of pro-

grams and data. While the first microcomputers tended to come only with

cassettes, all microcomputers now have the capability of both cassette

and diskette memory storage. Scime have built in disk drives, while others

require peripheral disk drives. The advantage of the diskette is that it

enables you to save and load programs very quickly. It is also easily'

copied so that ou can keep a .back-4p disk in the eventuality that you

lose the original. Since microcomputers have comparatively limited amounts

of built-in memory, it helps to be able to store information elsewhere and
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load it,quickly. Using disks also allows several students to program the
same computeh in turn and take their programs away with them until the
next time they get on the machine whel they can load-their progams in se-
conds. (Another devIce that allows ydu to load the programs of may stu-
dentt into a single microcomputer quickly is a card reader,. Students en-
ter their programs onto cards, which are read into the computer. While
this a useful peripheral for some pqrposes, it does not, we feel, provide
the learning opportunities that direct programming on a keyboard offers
students,)

All microcomputers have keyoard5. Most of them are arranged in the
same order as a typewriter keyboard, with some specialized additions. Some
computers have tiny keyboards that cannot accommodate a normal typing po-
sition (the Sinclair is an example of this). Some have touch- sensitive
panels rather than.actual skeys.Ot is possible to get a more efficient
arrangement of keys on some microcomputers, as well as the standard "QUERTY"
arrangement.

.;"

Computer displays are variable. Some are built in(PET, Compucolor),
while others are separate monitors. Some offer high resolution graphics,
which means, that the images you see are clear,with sharp definition. Some

are black and white, while others are in full color. You can use an'or-
dinary television set with any microcomputer by adding a small radio-fre-
quency adapter, but the quality of the image will be less good, less sharp,
than it would be on either a black and white or color monitor because the
signal has to go through a modulator and a demodulator before it comes out
on the television screen. (Note: a color TV will not add color to a micro-
computer with only black4nd-whfie capability.)

2. Peripherals are,added equipment that may be attached to your mi-

f
crocomputer to add to its capabilities. Peripherals are plugged into spe-
cialized "ports" on the sides of microcomputers. There many kinds of pe-
ripherals. Game paddlp .(or joy sticks) make it possible for two students
or two teams to interaci with certain prOgrams or games simultaneously.
The game paddle connection can also be used for hooking up probes to carry
out labbratory measurements of temperature, sound, pulse rate, or other
physical phenomena0 Using the microcomputer.as a laboratory instrument
for recording and analyzing real-time data takes the tedium out of science
experiments.

A priflter is a very useful addition to a microcomputer, and with a
little ingenuity you can hook up a single printer to several microcomputers
to allow it to be used in turn by several students. A printer is essential
where students are'doing word processing, or language arts in the word
processing mode. Then they edit on the screen and print out their disks,
coming up with finished copy.

Many kinds of interfaces can be hooked up to your computer to allow
specialized activities. For example; a MODEM o acoustic coupler will
enable you to use your computer directlyowith a telephone to send and re-
ceive signals to and froll Onother, computer. Th s makes.it possible for you
to consult. data bases at any distance or to con ect into large memory-storage

4



systems in your own school mainframe or elsewhere. When you use a micro-

computer in this way,ybu are treating it as if it were a terminal connected

to a large computer.

Speech and music synthesizers, special graphics boards, an language

cards for additional languages can be added to your microcomputer, thus

expanding the range of possible applications. There are digitizing tab-

. lets on which you can draw, the picture coming up directly on the display.

A variety of very sophisticated peripherals are also available to enable

handicapped students to control and benefit from microcomputers.

A microcomputer is an extremely flexible instrument. It can be used

to control a range of devices and to act as an intelligent interface with

other media. For example, you can make a videodisk player or a video-

tape machine interactive if you hook it up to a microcomputer used as a

control device. The possibilities for, interactive learning as well as for

information storage and retrieval then betome very large,.since students.

can access almost unlimited amounts of stored data words, numbers, and

pictures or movies. They can stop frames and look at actual photographs, as

well as the usual microcomputer graphics.

4. Languages. Computer languages ar'e really extended programs,de-

- signed to enable you to use a computer for particular functions. The

language that a computer speaks is very simple a series of numbers from

0 to 255, amounting to combinations of zeroes and ones in-eight-digit units.

There's no way we can talk to a machine practically in numbers without a

terrifically arduous procdss of learning the codes by heart,so higher-

level languages have been developed which resemble spoken English. Using

one of these languages, we can communicate directly with the microcomputer,

which has a built -in translator that takes words and numbers and turns

them into its own machine language. When information comes out on the dis-

play or printer it has been retranslated intothd'language we started with,

but the 'operations going on within the computer are mathematical, which

allows them to go at very high speeds. Virtually all microcomputers use

tome form of the BASIC language, though each manufacturer has its own ver-

sion for its own machines, and the different BASICs are not interchange-

able. BASIC is a utseful language with which to learn programming, and

there are many teaching materials already available in BASIC.

BASIC may be in ROM or on a disk. Most higher level languages are

only available on disks.

Pascal, a language now available on TRS-80 and APPLE and soon to be

available on other machines,allows the development of large programming

tasks and calculations. COBOL is available on TRS-190; it is largely .a busi-

ness language, Likewise, FORTRAN is used primarily for mathematical

and scientific programming. PILOT is now available on all machines, and

it is what's called an "authoring" language for generating CAI material;

it makes it relatively simple to write your own programs.

There are sophisticated applications prIgrams such,as VisiCalc,
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which are, in effect, small languages. VisiCalc is available for most

machines and is a very useful accounting program/language,which has other

applications as well,

What many consider the most interesting language in the edOcattorial

repertoire, expecially foryoung children and for teaching programming,

is LOGO. It was developed at Bolt teranek and Newmark and M.I.T. as a lan-

guage for use-with very young students (as well as older students). For

many years, LOGO and its subset of activities called "turtle graphics" were

available oily on large machines. NowvLOGO is available on the APPLE II

and on the TI99/4. Recently, other companies were licensed to provide

LOGO. (As this book was going to press Terrapin,Inc. announced 'that LOGO

is now available from that firm.) LOGO has great-attraction for fe'achers,

especially in elementary schools, because of its inherent flexibility and

richness, Students learn very quickly to program in LOGO, and since the

language closely resembles, the form and richness of normal speech, young

children find it easier and quicker to learn than'BASIC, Teachers, too,

are very?enthusiastic about LOGO once they have learned to use it. Its

applications are particularly useful in mathematics and language arts,

where students have carried out sophisticated mathematical and geametrical
,programs and have-written imaginative stories. Since the applications

of LOGO grew out of the developmental psychology of Jean Piaget, and since

the language benefited from the study of syntax in Artificial Intelli-

gence, LOGO is logical and accessible. It provides a powerful instrument

to enable students to learn problem solving and programmin skill t, (An

interesting pappr on LOGO by Dr. Daniel Watt of the TERC 5 aff and MAJ.

LOGO Group- appeared in the December 1979 issue of Creative Com utin )

While you will almost certainly acquire BASIC with yo r microcomputers,

your chbice of other languages to add will depend on your curriculum ob-

jectives and the range of software available to you to meet these objec-

tives in any other languages.,

5. 'A Decision-making Model. -We have developed a decii4on-making f

model that starts with a consideration of the desired microcomputer uses

and generates a price/performance rating for possible microcomputer sys-

tems. Hardware decisions can be easily made on the basis of this final

rating. The eight -step model is outlined here. and expanded in the-Apyndix.

,

.

This model is similar to models developed by the Pennsylvania/00ot-
ment of Education, among others, and by Dr. Ludwig Braun, who heads coff-''

puter education activities at SONY /Stony Brook. Ourmodel avbidsithe Pit-

fall that many models that involve weighting lead to: the "pmmittee ef-

fect" that ends up rating a system highest that almost perforrfilis several

tasks but is not acceptable for any.

The decision process starts with a determination of your instructional

or other objectives for computer use (Step 1). In Step 2, you examine the

configuration of the system(s) you need in relation to the uses and con

sequent complexity and cost. If there are multiple types of use, you need

to decide whether the separate uses could be met by different types of com-
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puters, or whether use-and-access considerations will force you to purchase

a single general-purpose system. In Ster3, the intended uses are refined

into a set of functional application requirements, such as, "The system

must run LOGO," or 'The system will be used for software development."

Table I should help you in this refining process.

Once you know what your required functions are, Step 4 converts these

into minimum hardware requirements. Table II cross-indexes important func-

tions with hardware and gives minimum needs, as well as rating the impor-

tance of certain optional features for each application. This informa-

tion allows you to take the next step and define one or more complete sys-

tems that will accomplish the educational tasks you have defined (Step 5).
,

In addition to meeting the objective criteria you have set out, these

possible systems will have differing performance value on such criteria as

reliability, portability, etc. In Step 6, you quanti y these criteria and

71arrive at a rating for each system. The system def' itions from Step 5

allow you to arrive at an accurate system cost (S ep 7). Finally, the

cost/performance ratio is calculated (Step 8) for each system.

3

Determine Uses
(Ch. IV)

[Define

Configurations

Rate
.SystNgfiN ance

Determine
Functions
,(Table I)

,/A

Determine
Hardware Functions

OAT II)

Define
Acceptable

.7____syatems

Get System
Fritts
(Vendor)

Calculate 1

-Price/Performancl
Ratios

vi

Figure 1. An Eight-Step Decision Model.
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C. Software/Courseware

1. Sources. The heart of the use of computers in education is the
teaching material that is available to use on the hardware. Hardware de-
velopment proceeds apace.. New models come out each year that outstrip

past models in efficiency,,Tange, capability, -and lowered Cost. Software
is proliferating at an enormous rate, but it is much harder to find out
about good software. Anybody can sit down with a microcomputer and design a
program, so programs are developed by professional educators, programming
experts, teachers or teacher teams, publishers, and hardware manufacturers,
.among others. Finding your way amid the welter of materials that are
advertised isla hard job.

One of the most common statements we all hear is, "There isn't any
decent software out there." Clearly, that is not true. What is true,
is that it's bard to determine what constitutes` high qualitrsoftWare with-
out some guidelines that make sense to you as an individual_user. Sources
of .information about new courseware are added every day. Stores offer
descriptions of programs, but they tend to link the programs to the par-
ticular computers they sell. In many cases, manufacturers off n- edwa-,
tional packages whipped together as inducements to buy what were origi-
nally intended to be home/personal computers,

k

qeacher-generated software is extremely-liar:table. Sometimes it is
full of bugs or errors. Sometimes it does not work well on the machine
for which was intended. Sometimes it is pedagogically trivial. Oc-
casionally a teacher will design a piece of instructional courseware that
is'outstanding (like Tom Snyder's simulations), and often such course-
ware is available subsequently through a,commercial distributor. Occa-
sionally the teacher or other software developer starts a company to pro-

.
duce new materials and market them - a much simpler process than writing
your own books and publishing them.

117

As textbook publishers move increasingly into the computer field,
standardization of curriculum materials may increase, but the likelihood
is that, computer activities will become add-ons to existing texbook series
At a 1981 regional meeting sponsored by the National Science Foundation
and the National Institute of Education,to eXamine the use of computers in
mathematiCs instruction, publishers repeatedly affirmed that they were in
business-for profit apd not to take risks. (NSF/NIE Boston meeting, July
7-9, 1981.) The implication was that successful textbook publishers would
incorporate computer use but not develop whole new computer-based curric-,
ula to supplant their bread-and-butter text series. (In a time of tight
money, moreover, publishers are unlikely to provide field repeeentatives
who can carry out substantial teacher education.)

Software review periodicals abound, Some of them are the basic re-
sources of anyone concerned withinicrocompute6 and edutation, and a list
of those appears in. the Appendix.- NeW directories of software are putr-
lished'at frequent intervals;'a number'of these are directed 'at the edu-

tation market.Some_are compendious and too big for easy use'.. For exam-
pie, an excellent diifteCtOrThe International:Hicro-COmputer-Software-

..



Director)', contains everything available at this date for microcomputers.
Finding educational programs in-the midst of all these lists, however
skillfully they are arranged, becomes a task in itself.

Software data bases and networks are also prevalent. One of the ear-

liest sources of software for education was CONDUIT, which provideinfor-
mation and programs for college use on mainframe computers. Many of CON-

DUIT's programs are now available, for precollege users and for microcompu-
ters. Another kind of network that provides information on school-related
software is MicroSIFT, a project of the Northwest Regional Educational LabT
oratory. MicroSIFT has a network of evaluators around the country, of

which TERC is one. The purpose of MicroSIFT is to collect and evaluate
all, available educational software, an enormous task. Another kind of net-

work will exist when TERC sets up its software exchange on a national data
base, such as The Source. This project is now in process and schools
should eventually be able to dial up the data base and get listings and,
ultimately, programs to match.their specific needs.

At the other end of the software directa scene is the specialized
local directory proiided by some schools or systems for use within their

systems, as well as ,sharing. MECC in Minnesota publishes both lists of

programs and actual programs, many of them developed by'MECC as part of

the Minnesota computer-related curriculum. On a more local scale, Minute-

man Regional Vocational Technical High School in Lexington, Massachusetts,
publishes a microcomputer program guide which lists such information as

the title of the program, the machines for which it is useful, the content

(both in format and subject matter), suggested use, and special comments.
Cost and source are provided, as well as the location of the school's copy

of the software. Minuteman Tech also puts out Micro-computer News, a peri-
odical that. provides basic information and updates of the computer educa-

tion package-. This is just one example of a school-based resource that is

available to share within the region and perhaps ,beyond.

On the commercial level, publishers' advertising and regular listings

are information sources. Several.magazines publish,descriptions of teach-

ing and sometimes actual programs for school use. It is interesting that

whole magazines of programs and program listings have begun to be published

for the educational market, and educational programs are sometimes included

in such general journals as BYTE and Creative Computin.g. Classroom Compu-

ter News includes software iiilfs general educational content, as does The

Computing Teacher.
,

1

Sorting out what's useful to you from this enormous battery bf mate-

rial is one of the major problems educators face today. Not unly are ma-

chines different, So that yott-canit 'simply use the samsoftware on any
available machine but must have a special version for your machine, but

also many things are not available across the range of microcomputers in

use. This means either that you can't use what you want or teach with it,

'or that you have to have the ability to modify the, program and adapt it to

the language of your 'computer. While people have talked for some years

about setting standards for d eveloPmeht of computer programs 4nd about pro-

viding franslatorsto,emb1 any machine to use the §oftware for any other
..!
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machine, the present picture is still such that a kind of Tower of Babel

is the norml

In an effort to sort out sense from seeming chaos, some publications
do serve as filters+ on behalf of the educational 'market. Many of the soft-

ware periodicals also sell.programs directlY. Some list software only for

one or two'machines; others blanket the field. We have found most useful

such publiCations as Queue, School Microware Reviews, Robert Purser's Mag-
azine, The Journal of Courseware Review, tduCaffonal Software Director
-611db^r. Dobb's Journal of-Cims'uter Calisthen cs and Ort odontics, and t e

Merck Catalogue among of ers.

2. Software Decisions. All the information in the, world will not

help 'f you don't have a pian that guides your software search. In a way,

it is impossibl9 to make hardware.decisions without thinking about the soft-

ware that's avOlable for, the machines. Certainly buying software with-

out respect to the machine on Which it will be used doesn't make sense at

all. Part of the critical function of planning ahead must be the examina-
tion of available software In retation to the characteristics of hardware
required. The same kind of decjsion'plan can be applied to software se-
lection that applies to ,hardWare choice. The list below is of unknown au-

thorship but has been found useful by several states. (We have been unable

to find a source to credit.) It is intended for schools to ask'software

vendors.

Y.

l. Are there educators.on.the vendor's staff who can relate the
features of. the software to your institution's curriculum?

2. Is there an itemized listing of all instructional software of:.
ferdngs for their hardware?

For a given instructional software package; what are, the instruc-

tional objectives?

4. What evidence is there that the materials assist students, in
achieving the objectives?

5. Do the materials increase the instructor workload?

6. Will the instructional materials accomplish
,a. Greater learning objectives in the same amount of student ,

time?
b. Same'objectives in less student time?
c. Grbater learning obJectives with same total cost per student?
d. Same 1,earning objectives with lower cost per student?

Have materials been reviewed by content experts to assess accuracy
of content?

How many students were involved in tryouts? Was affective data
col]ected in additton to achievement data? Which educators have
evaluated the quality of their instructional software? Does a
written validation report exist?
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9. Is there a means of doing diagnostic testing? Generating pre-

scriptions automatically? Are individual student records kept ?.

10. Is there a mechanism for the teacher, to monitor student progress?,

To control assignments automatically?

11. How well are materials documented? For curriculum planner? For

teacher? For student? For programmer?

12. Can the program be modified by the user?

13. Would the vendor modify the software to meet the individual needs

of your students? ,

14. How many institutions are currently using the materials? Which,

ones?

How does this software-coWpare to competitive software in the same

subject area?

16. What are implementation costs? What are the operating costs?

17, With whom (learner population) was the software validated?,

18. Can the'objectives be achieved through less expensive means?
,

3. Evaluating Software. There is no stibUitute for a teacher trying

out a piece of software to determine its utility to his/her, ,curriculum

objectives: Sometthes a software library is available locally or at a re-
gional center where teachers can try out programs on a range of machines.

Increasingly, we hope, state departments'of gducation will offer this re-'

source both centrally and around the state. Computer stores will allow

teachers to try things out, as will manufacturers and their salespeople.

The first task, then, is identifying software. The second task is getting

hold of it. The third task is by far the most important: evaluating the
software once you have it on your machine.

Probably nol area or field of computers in education is as fraught
with disagreemelt as software evaluation. Everyone agrees that criteria

must be develgped to all w educators to make choices. A number of soft-

ware evaluation forms ha e been developed by major organizations and by
individuals for general.- urpose use and for specialized use. These tend

to look at different edutational objectives and applications from perspec-

tives that don't always Match. Ultimately, we would urge each user'of ed-
ucational software, to establish an individual or school or syStm-wide
,set of criteria - and forms embodying them - which allow fOr consistent

and understandable evaluation, In developing such forms,-other people's

models may be useful, and we are offering in the Appendix sevgral widely

used forms as examples of different educational concerns and objectives.

No one form can meet your particular needs, but at least the kinds of ques-
tions you may want to ask can be drawn from existing forms as a sta er.
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You will want to revise your forms after a period of use One word of

caution here: no 9ne who has not taught a particular curriculum can judge

the utility-of-a-piece-of-software_for,that curriculum_without woe clev-
er guesses, -Similarly, it Would -take a' kindergarten teacher to understand
what kinds of activities kindergartners in a particular classroom might

respond to and could deal with It is amazing what kinds of things happen

in some commercial software, Not only are there bugs iii-thi-wfinished"

gram, but also the language is inappropriate to the grade level or the in-

structions are hard to follow, or the kinds of responses the computer makes

to student input are confidence destrOytng, even though the software de-

signers,thoughts the,Yviere ,h0nOroYs, The Central task for an individual

teacher/evaluator 4s to o-determine the objectives for Which the Softwarels

going to be applied. If you want a program that will challenge students

to think about multiple variables in a computational setting,then a drill

and - practice program is inappropriate. If you want students to learn to

write stories, then a spelling program is not right for your purpose, even

though you would Prefer the stories to have correct spelling.

There are some preliminary things to look for in connection with any

program you are considering:

1. Is there documentation.- printed support material - to accompany

the cassettes or disks? Many programs do not provide documentation, and

there is no way for a teacher to get answers to some questions from the

program itself, which is preset. 1

`2. Does the program run?* This question may sollind foolish, but in

fact there are technical problems with many of the programs that arrive

over our' desks. SomedoWt.go,from. beginning to 'end. without interruption.

Some freeze or stop running when'you:make a mistake,:.pnd .there's no visi7

ble way to get out_of theerrOr'-WithOt/.$%arting all bvPr:* ain.

2.. Is the program easy to use? The instructions for proceeding

from step to step must be:part of the program, so that 'a student, knows

what to do at any -point. The format should be consistent so that the.

:Student gets used to. WhateYer_the:§tyle gf the particular program is
and doeS.,not have to learn new commands orStopitOjigUre:things out

4.' Is the activit educational] sound? A computer program is a

piece of instructiona material, and the teacher is the best judge of the

ThiS'ancjhOfg11209 9ye'stiQnt are ::44apt0 from A0:E,=91q4t
eEd0CationaTtOUrseWarOWOOYce

114kOnSonDireCtb7 of tomputer
'Worksho0 in New York: The

article appeared in'the'first'issue of The Journal of Courseware
Review, .cmyright..,1981 by the EPEC Evaluation Centre,,Foundation
for sthe.AdYancementfff.tomputer-aided,EducatiOn, Cupertino, Cal-

,
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utility of any instructional material.

Is the ftttvitY'_aPPrPPrite to be integrated into the
concepts to be taught?

Is the activity appropriate for the age of the students?
:Is -.the language? Are the spelling and grammar correct?

c. Are ,the respOnses called for reasonable f0. the students?

Is the &flflPuter essential to the activity or is it simply
being used to jutce-things up? Would the activity be bet -

. ter in another medim such as print?

e. is the program'attractive and interesting?

5 Who his in control - student or machine? Ideally, the student
should be able to determine the length of time an item stays on the screen
and should have as niuch time as needed to read and understand the informa-
tion before pressing the return key. Allowing the user to be in charge
tailors the program to individual needs and helps take away the intimida-
tion that machines have for some students.

6. Does the program present the conceit .to be learned in.a harmoni-
ous and well-balanced way? Does it use text an grap ics in mutua y sup-
portive ways to make the learningeore-clear? If it has sound, does the
sound work well with the other components? Is the text easy to read -
are the lines of a reasonable length, does rollover of lines cause confu-
sion, is the color useful or just gimicky? In summary does every piece
of the program serve to make it a better teaching item or could-it be
streamlin to a better effect.

- The above are general introductory questions. You will want to de-
,velop your own list of more specific questions, based' on your teaching
philosophy and strategies. For example, if you are using a particular
instructional mode, such as simulation, you need to know how.the material
fits into yoUr teaching program, how itmeshes with, other components, such
as textbooks or hands-on activities, and what, extensions of the concepts
you-wish to teach the simulation makes posSible. For computers to be val-
uable additions to the educational scene, they must be seen as serious
components 'Of the teaching approach, not simply enjoyable entertainment.
A mistake many people make'is to assumes-that because something is called
-a simulation or a game, it is for play only. As any social studies teacher

who has tisql Pregon'Trail or:PPONY,5Porch knows, you gOn Often accom-
plish more within Vie frame of 'h computer'simUjation than with Volumes of
text. Issues can be brought out that were Obscure. Values can become the 4
subject of discussions. Economic trade-offs are graphically depicted, and
students finally' understand the meaning of abstractions they have read
about for years. But unless the individual teacher is comfortable with



the mode of presentation and the content, the use of the computer may be
an imposition rather than a significant enrichment of the curriculum.
Therefore,if possible, teacKers need to assess programs before they begin
to use them and, to incorporate prOgrams into lesson plans and course plans.
(The evaluation forms in the Appendix should help you to develop yOur own
evaluation criteria.)

J-,
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' VI. TEACHER-EDUCATION

Developing-a resource of qualified teaching t':esonnel is one of
main considerations saftols now face in introducing micrbcomputers in ed-

ucation. We would add that administratm4s, too, need to gain at least o

__minimal2onderstanding of what is involved in the whole instructional use
of microcomputers so that they can maWTiiformed decisions and cope with

problems that may arise, and so that they can be central in the group plan-

ning functions.

There are two kinds of staff development, formal and informal. Tea-

chers ask,- "What do I need to know to get started?" The process of learning

is gradual: awareness, interest, trial/approval, finally adoption. A pre-

liminary step for many teachers is overcoming computerphobia or"technopho-

bi ." It makes sense to build on existing strengths of staff and add ex-

ter sources as "you feel you must have them. Here are some suggestions:

1. You may have individual teachers who already know something -

get them to teach others.

2. Use students to teach younger students, or employ already know-

ledgeable-students to teach their_peers. Certainly, those who already

know something will gain from sharing with their classmates, and peer group

teaching is often a way to reduce boredom for those who catch on quickly

or have priornowledge.

3. The school or-gystem can,provide inservice courses during or

outside of class times or on inservice days,,Jhese courses can involve

.specialiststaff,outside'-cqpsu)tants, or people from other schools or sys-

tems. Think about hiring or'sharing of specialists in ComppWS, Use par-

ent.volunteers to teachstaff. Some high technology industries will lend

knowledgeable professionals for the short or long term. (We mentioned ear

lier:Digital Equipment Corporation's loaning staff to the Humphrey Occupa-

tional Resource Center:in Boston.)%'

-4; Push on your state education department, Regional Centers, BOCES,

to offer computer educatiort.

5. Some professional associations offer computer workshops at their

meetings NCTM regularly does this. While this is not sufficient, it of-

fers an opportunity to get started or to catch up.ontnew equipment and soft-\

ware.

6. The most important resource area is external training. Your s-Ys-

tem may provide release time on a regular basis for teachers to take courses,

or as has happened in the field of computers, may even provide sabbaticals

Or mint-sabbaticals for someone in the system to catch up or to learn the .

rppes so that the lear)ling can be shared with other teachers in the system.

'4° ff %t rSome co ege a. erseme e -10119 'Pr :weekend workshops. for courses.

Intermediary organilatIoni, public 'or private, like NESDEC, TERC, Columbia
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Teachers College Microcomputer Resource Center, etc., provide hands-on
workshops. Collaboratives, such as CERC, the Lesley Annuill Computer Con-,
ference, the Hanover Regional Center, EDCO, the Merrimack Education Cen-
ter, and The Educational Cooperative offer occasional or regular work-
shops. The -daft Schoob Connecticut, Computer Education Institute has an
annual summer conference, and the Boston Computer Society has educational
presentations. So do.user groups, computer stores, manufafturerS, and
vendors. Sometimes, courses offer credit to participants, and this is an
incentive to teachers. Another obvious incentive today is adding skills
that will help them say in their jobs or enter new jobs.

7. Explorations: keep microcomputers availakle with manuals and start-
up instructions and software. It helps if a resource person is close by
?ou may want to allocate before- or after-school time, Cr half-day of in-
service time, or Saturdays for explorations, if school is -Open. You can
learn a lot from practice and experiment, but it does help to have a struc-
tured support system and to treat exploration as positive. Some schools,:
as we havementioned, allow, teachers, students, or parents to take micros
home overnight or for weekend or even summer use. Machines are hardy, and
security problems have been few,

One of the attractions of TERC's Computer Resource Center is its
weekly open house, to which teachers some arid where they explore on their
own, with very little support, the software that is'available or,the range

of machines we maintain. Most teachers, we have found, prefer to work with-
out pressure and without dependence on a formal t aching structure. The
manuals and much' of the software documentatien we ave on hand are fairly
easy to follow, and this kind of informal self-instruction offers a quick
way to catch up on the experience that is the best teacher.

,e.,.
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VII, How WILL You JUDGE IF YOUR PROGRAM IS SUCCESSFUL?

The definition of success in relation to classroom compjter use de-

pends very mUdh on the mode of use chosen by the teacher or the school: tutor,

tilUtee, or tool (see Chapter IV, "Some Applications."). If the teacher is

using drill-and-practice programs, he or she uses a packaged system that is

delivered from the curriculum designer or publisher. To the extent possi-

ble, the package is "foolproof" or as some would have it "teacherproof."

Students carry out the instruction with minimal challenge to their imagina-

tions, and little originality. The computer programs in such a classroom

might be judged successful beatuse students master in a step-by-step way

the content of a drill-and-practice or other tutorial exercise. The much

touted success of such computer-assisted instruction as Dr. Patrick Suppes'

programs, now widely used for. remedial work under Title I, is of this kind.

Students can be shown to have' raised their levels on standardized tests in

various subject matters. 'Success is then quantifiable, but as Dr. Ernest

Anastasio, ETS, has commented (quoted in Chapter IV), the students may be

said to have learned how to take tests, not necessarily to have mastered

an academic concept. While we expect students to make cognitive as well

as affective gains through the use of computers, we do not recommend that

you measure their learning simply through comparative tests. Nevertheless,

the tutorial mode is most.frequently'found because it requires the least

of teachers. Consequently teachers' success could be described as the abil-

ity to function as a conduit for pre-packaged material. The prograin con-

trols the students' learning; that the delivery mechanism is a computer'ra-

ther than a graded workbook matters only to a limited degree.

Where the computer is serving as tutee, the student is programming and

'1developing teaching material. In this kind of situation, the teacher's' suc-

cess could be described in relation to the students' ability,to move inde-

pendently from learning stage to- learning stage through- a series of self

designed approximations.

Likewise, the computer as tool - particularly as prdblem-solving t

is a model in which the learner is in charge of the learning process, ra

ther than being the recipient of the end product of a scphisticated delivery

system.

Most successful classrooms show visible evidence of computers being

integrated into the life and learning Of the classroom, rather than being

limited to a small amount of directed class time. Where computers have

made the grade, the teacher often has arranged for the machines to be acces-

sible to students on a-flexible basis, so that they may serve as resources

in a Wide ,range of subject matters, as well as computer literacy for its

own sake.

Another way of looking at different models of use is as follows:

T% 'Computers are used for teaching computer usage, i.e. programming.
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2. Computers are used for special groups of students, such as, gifted
and talented or remedial.

3. Computers are integrated into the regular classroom for all4stURints
to use in their coursework.

A Yet a different way of categorizing computer use in the classroom is
this one:

1. Performance for learning. (cognitive gains).

2. Performance for motivating enthusiasm, initiative, and engagement
(affective gains).

3. -1We use of computers how they are used, whether ey are student-
directed, how well'they are integrated into the classroo , whether they
stimulate questioning, whether they sit in a corner or: are an essential
and actively,sed component of classrqom teaching (utilization benefits).

ID evalUating the success of your program, you will have too look for
observational cues that will help you to determine success in each of these
categories. Clearly, cognitive gains not necessarily assignable to computer
use, as Anastasio has shown in the ETS study, can be documented in several
ways: class records and student management information; teachers' observa:-
tions over time; students' performance on grade-level tests over time if
Jour system routinely gives such tests and maintains comparative scores;,,
ditd other quantitative measures.

Positive affect toward computers is more easily observable: students
engage with microcomputers enthusiastically; they welcome spending time
at the machines; they voluntarily come before and after school when a tea-
cher offers independent exploration time or extra structured activities.
They take computers home to work with when the school.allows such loans
on weekends or vacations. They share their discoveries and their prob-
lem-solving results enthusiastically with one another and with the tea-
cher and report their experiences at home.

Finally; the kinds of use that can be observed and assessed are those
in which students direct the activities of tht -computer either by develop-
ing their own programs or by including computers in several areas of the
curriculum and often finding innovative applications for computers. This
kind of independent study calls for greater effort on the part of the tea-
cher - in some ways it resembles individually guided instruction - but,
teachers report that they profit from the new classroom style, from stu-
dent motivation and from beneficial outcomes. They say that the intro-
duction of microcomputers into their classrooms has revitalized their teach-
ing; has made curriculum grown stale into wholly fresh material, and has
motivated them, their colleagues, and their students more than any single
innovation they can recall. As one teacher said,'"It's like a fresh wind
sweeping through dusty-classrooms. It has brought me alive, where I thought
I had gone stale on teaching." Part of the visible success that might be
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associated with microcomputer use is, then, a lively classroom with more

active interchange among students and between students and.teacher. We

would also see greater variety of problem-solving approaches enhanced by

the resource of the computer, and more various learning styles because the

computer is capable of offering simulations, word problems, information,

and instruction in a range of styles ,that exceed what any one teacher or,

conventional curriculum can offer.

Perhaps an easy way of answering the question of what constitutes suc-

cess is to look at itsopposite.--The classroom-in-which the computer-is

reserved for the smallest number of students in a specialized and prescrip-

tive way has not begun to experience the benefits of computer use. Con-

versely, we should not judge a classroom successful if it 'served all day

as a computer laboratory for student-directed exploration. It is the bal-

ance of teacher and instrument that offers a broader -'array of learning modes

and styles to accommodate the needs of many different students and to en-

hance the teaching of many different teachers.

.

One problem with trying to determine the success of a single clalsroom

is that a great many factors that encourage teacher success are really due

to a systemwide plan for computer use and support of it. 'These are some

criteria gathered from our own and others' experience with microcomputers

in education and some questions an administrator might use to assess the

success of a computer education prog am.

1. The school system itself ud es the irosram to be successful,

including_ teac ers, students, parents, and the urger community.

a. Do you think your microcomputer system is successful?'

U. Do eu get positive feedback from teachers, students,

parents, employers, community representatives?

2. Students are motivated to engage in computer activities even when

not required.

a. Do students ask to use microcomputers outside of class time?

b. Do you have regular hours for student use, and is there sub-

stantial usage?
c. Do you allow sludents to take microcomputers home overnight,

oh school vacations, or on weekends.

3. Non-technical teachers and non - science/non -math teachers are ex-

cited about the use of com uters and incor orate'them into their classroom

Aactivities on a su ject-re ated or non-forma

a. Who uses microcomputers in your school - specialists, math

department, science department, business department?

b. Do elementary teachers use microcomputers?

c. Do self-contained classroom teachers use microcomputers?

4. Curriculum is modified to reflect the advantages offered by the

new tech 661 o9y.
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a. Have you revised your curriculum to include use'of microcom-

puters? In what subject areas? For whatgrade levels?

5. Teachers work together to institutionalize and expand the use of

computer-related instruction.

a.N Do teachers in your schoolwork together to expand the use

of microcomputers?
b, Is there a user group formal Qr informal that,meets in

your School, in your system, or across systems?

E. The system provides' funds for acquisition for hardware and soft-

ware teacher trainin curriculum.revision, and hirins of specialists and/

or consu tants%

a. Does your system spend its own funds for hardware/software, .

teacher education, curriculum revision, and the hiring of

specialists?
b. Do you pay for release time'for teachers to take courses?
c. Do you offer inservice courses?
d. Do-you hire teachers to write software?

7. There is evidence of moderatio4 in the use of computers a bal-

iateuseofaancedandarornentandsoftwareisinevidence.

a." How are computers used in your system?

b. Are they integrated into the regular curriculum without dom-

inating it?

8. There exists a s stemwide im lementation elan for com uters.

a. Does your system now have a long-term plan for acquisition

and introduction of computers and computer-related software?

Does it include maintenance aro teacher education?

b. If not, is such a plan anticipated or in preparation?
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VIII, -A FINAL WORD

Once you have micros, uses will grow as people'become comfortable

,with working and teaching with them and as they see how time-saving and

effective they are and how they motivate even turned-off-students and re-

vitalize teaching.

Remember:
* g

1. You don't have to be brilliant to use mkicrocomputers: Slow learn-

ers have bloomed, particularly With individual hands-on time, which equals

one-to-one teaching, takes away threat of public failure and fear of ma-.

chines. For some it opens up doors, especially for the'handicapped, and

also gifted and talent,eq students, for whom microcomputer use affords en-

richment, holds interest, and discourages disaffection (let them program

software and teach others).

2. Micros hold promise of refreshing teaching and improving the class-

room. As with any innovation, you can kill the excitement by using only

drill-and-practice materials that replicate workbooks, instead of employing

several of the teaching modes that exploit the potential of computers. Di-

versity is possible, to match the different learning styles of students:

3. .Planning is essential - not to slow down your getting started but

to make sure you don't have malfunctioning equipment without repairs, hard-

ware without software, computers without teachers, limited use of your in-

vestment. (We all remember the boom in audiovisual equipment that ended

up unused or unrepaired in closets.) Computers are to be used - they are

remarkably easy to use and hard to break.

4. Computers do not substitute for teachers (though they can make -,

teachers' lives much more interesting). They are tools for teachers and

students to use (and administrators to use) productively and enjoyably in

a variety of ways. They cannot take over the educational process, but they

can be integrated into it thoughtfully for everyone's benefit.

5. The success of any educational program is dependent on a suppor-

tive climate within a classroom, a school, a system, or the larger community.

Try to include everyone in planning for and using microcomputers, and do not

restrict their use or control to one teacher, one department, a subject -

atter or computer specialist, vocational education, or even to school per-

onnel. Invite parents to hands-on workshops. Invite representatives of

government, business, or industry, to play, too, and to see what your stu-

dents are learning that will make them more knowledgeable and responsible

citizens in a technology-based society.

6. Try to build networks-and collaborations within your region for

sharing information and resources. (Even within the classroom, microcompu-

ters encourage mutually helpful social attitudes.) In a time of tight

funding, sharing may solve a great many problems as well as make computer

use a cost-effective reality for schools.
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APPENDIX

A. A DECISIDN MODEL FOR MICROCOMPUTER PURCHASING*

Step-1: Determine Your Microcomputer Use Objectives

Begin with your academic'and administrative objectives for intro-
ducing microcomputers. The more you can narrow these, the more likely
you are to succeed and to avoid unnecessary-and costly expenditures.

Start with the instructional microcomputer uses_lisked at the
beginning of Charter IV. `To these, add the following non-academic uses:

Software development:

Administrative:

Telecommunications:

The use of microcomputers to develop
instructional software.

Using microcomputers for accounting,
record- keeping, word-processing, and
similar management applications.

The use of a microcomputer as a terminal
for access to databases and more powerful
computers.

Decide which of these 21 categories you would like to support for
which students or other users.

Step 2: Define System Configurations

If your enrollment and proposed microcomputer uses are sufficiently
large, you may consider specialized systems for various objectives: a

very simple low -cost computer for beginning programming; a moderate-
power system for advanced programmers and many other applications; a more
costly system for administrative and specialized applications. Apply
each system to this eight-step analysis separately.

To aid you in your initial system planning, Table I defines the
approximate complexity and cost range of each of the 21 microcomputer uses.
This chart is very crude; your needs will borjurther refined in Step 3

and may force you to reconfigure the system(s) you need.

As part of defining your system configuratiO, you must determine how
many computers are required. Determine thq reqa*ed exposure hours per
year per student; multiply by the number of students each year, and divide
by the number of students that can use each computer simultaneously,. Note
that many games and simulations require one computer per class, that 3-5
students per computer is defensible and even preferred in many applications,
but that one student at a time per computer Is required for many program-
ming tasks.

* This model was developed by Dr. Robert F. Tinker, Director of TERC's
Technology Center.
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TABLE I. Computer Cost and Complexity for Various Uses.

Use Complexity/Cost

Computer Awareness
Computer Literacy
Computer and Society
Computer Programming
Vocational Computer Ed.
Computer Science
Programming: Problem
Solving

Simulations
Games
Laboratory Instrumentation
Business Applications
Programmed Instruction
Computer-managed Instruction
Drill and Practice
Artistic Expression
Aids for Handicapped
Remediating
Gifted and Talented
Software Development
Administrative
Telecommunications

Low Moderate

->

NA

Step 3: Determine the Required Compute4 Functions

High

-)

The 21 general use categories Must be refined, to assist you in making

hardware decisions. In some areas there is a particularly wide range of

possible hardware. For instance, in teaching microcomputer electronics,

you could use inexpensive single-board computers or much more expensive

systems, depending on your educational Objectives. Examine the functions

in Table II and decide which of these categories (or other similar cate-

gories) are required to meet the objectives from Step 1.

Step 4: Determine Hardware Functions

Use Table II with the required functions from Step 3 to determine the

hardware you need for each system defined in Step 2. Note that Table II

may require some revision and extension as the technology changes and uses

expand. You should 'get expert consultant help at this step.

Step 5: Define Acceptable Systems

The results from Step 4 allow you to write a functional specification

for the computer system or systems you need to meet your educational nets.



TABLE II. Hardware Requirements of Educational Functions

Function Memb6 (RAM)

16K

16K-
32K

32K-

'64K
5 I

Educational games 3' -2 1

Beginning. BASIC 2 0 0

Advanced BASIC 3 2 1

LOGO 3 2 2, 2

Machine language 1 1 0 1 I;

Other languages 3 3 2 3

Operating systems 3 3 2 3

Computer electronics 0 0 0 0

Simulations ' 3 2 1 2

Laboratory
instrumentation

3, 1 1 2

Word processing 3/ 3 2 2

Database systems 31 3 2 1

Computer-managed
instruction

3' 1 2 3

Drill and practice 3 0 2

Graphics 3 3 2 2

Music 3 2 1 2

Software development 3 3 3 2'

Telecommunications 3 0 0 1

Key: 0 Not required
1 Required for some applications
2 Required for most applications
3 Necessary

Disk

8" hard

6 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 0

3 2

2 1

0

1

0

1

0/

0

0

0

IT\ 01

Display

color
graph-

ics

Prin

'ter

Other Major
Peripherals

2 2 0 1 (Game Pad,

0 1 0 0 dies)

0 2 2 0

) 0 3 0 1 (Turtle),

0 0 2 0

0 0 3 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 2 0 0

0 3 2 3 (Lab
Interface)

0 0 3 0

0 0 3 0

0 0 2 0

0 0 1 0

2' 3 1 1(Tablet)

0 2 0 2 (Music Syn-

1 2 .3 1 thesizer)

0 0 1 3 (Serial In-
terface &

MODEM)

(Revised 10/82)

Step 6: Rate Available Hardware

The functional specification from Step 5 can, no doubt, be met by
more than one hardware system. You now need to rate each acceptable
system on its potential, performance. Befdre undertaking a detailed
rating, be sure to check to see if the software you need is available
for each system.

The usual performance rating system involves the use of weighted

criteria. Develop a list of critenia that are important to you, such as
transportability, maintenance record, color graphics,etc. Then weight
each criterion in proportion to its importance to your particular edu-
cational needs. Finally, rate each computer system on each of the cri-
teria, using expert help. The performance rating for a computer is the
sum of the products of the weight and rating for each criterion. Table

III illustrates this process with typical criteria.
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TABLE III. Criteria and Sample Rating Technique

Criteria

Software Availability

Applications Software
Languages .

Future potential
Cost

Support

Staff training
Maintenance record
Repair availability

Use Considerations

Speed
Graphics resolution .

Expansion availability
Portability
Keyboard quality

Typical Weighting

3

0

1

2

3

1

0

0

.1

2

0

Criteria Weighting Scale: very important
important
optional value
of no value

Hardware Rating Scale:

0

a strong point,
satisfactory
not a strong point
not available

Sample Rating_ Score

2 6

3 6

1 0

3 3

"2

2 6

3., 3

2 0

1 0

2 - 2

3 6

3 0

Total Score : 34

Note: The criteria and their weighting must be evaluated for each intended

application. The values supplied in Table III are for illustration

only. The sample rating applies to judgments made on one imaginary

computer system - actual ratings are required for each system con-

templated.

Step 7: Get System Prices

Determine the expected price for each system that fits the specification

developed in -Step 5. Do not forget to add related costs, including site

preparation, maintenance and repair, materials, And security-related costs.

Subtract quantity discounts'.
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Step 8: Determine the Price Performance Rates

Divide the price (Step 7) by the performance rating (Step 6), for
each system. The system with the lowest rating is, in some sense, best.

Close scores (within 20%) probably represent equivalence, since the
ration depends heavily on your performance-rating system. However, large

price performance ratio differences are good grounds for carefully
considering the lower-cost system.

V

See also the following:

Braun, 'Ludwig, "Help!!! What Computer Should I Buy???" in The Mathe-
matics Teacher, Vol.74, No.8, November 1981.

Dougl s, Shirley and Gary Heights, A Guide to Microcomputers,
C mmonwealth of Pennsylvania,, reprinted by Connecticut State
D partment of Education, 1980.

Smith, Kathryn M., "Planning the Best Route to Successful Computer
Implementation", ACES Exchanges, Connecticut Area Cooperative
Educational Services (ACES), September 1981.

Sturdivant, Patricia, "Selecting a Microcomputer: It's More than the
Hardware" and Leroy Finkel , article under the same heading,
Classroom Computer News, Vol. 1, No. 6, July-August 1981.
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APPENDIX

B. REFERENCES

1. Periodicals

These are only a selection of useful
at frequent intervals. In addlition, the p

organizations and many groups concerned w
general have often devoted whole issues
are prime sources of information in this
associations will put you on their maili

Boston Computer .Update
Boston Computer Society, Inc.
Three Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02108

BYTE
BYle Publications
70 Main Street
Peterborough, NII 03458

Classroom Computer News
P.O. 6-x 266
Cambridge, MA 02138

eriodicals. New ones come out
blications of many professional

th educational technology in
o microcomputer use. Newsletters
field; most regional centers and

lists.

Noile: The July-August 1981 "Compendium" issue (Vol. 1,
source of up-to-date information for educators.

Computer Town USA! News Bulletin
P.O. Box.E .

Menlo Park, CA 94025

The Computing Teacher
Computing Center
Eastern Oregon State College
La Grande, OR 97850

Creative Computing
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

C.U.E. Newsletter
Computer-using Educators
De. Sandy Wagner, Editor
127 'O'Connor Street
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Dr. Dobb's Journal Of Computer
Calisthenics and Orthodontia
Box
Menlo Park, CA 94025 -50--

NO4

No. 6) is a prime
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EDU, Educational Products Group, Digital Equipment Corp., ML5-2/M40,

Maynard, MA 01754

Educational 'Computer Newsletter

P.O. Box 535
Cupertino, CA 95015

Electronic Learning
902 SylvanAvenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

ERIC/IR UPDATE
Syracuse University School of Education

130 Huntington Hall
Syracuse, NY 13210

Hands On! .

TERC
8 Eliot Street
Cambridge, JIA 02138

Instructional innovator (AECT Publication)

1126-16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Interface Age
16704 Marquardt Avenue
Cerritos, CA 90701

Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science Teaching

P.O. Box 4455
Austin, TX 78765

Kilobaud Microcomputing
Wayne Green, Inc.

80 Pine Street
Peterborough, NH 03458

The Mathematics Teacher
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

1906 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

Note: The November 1981 issue (Vol. 74, No. 8) is a special issue on

microcomputers. It has excellent articles on choosing hardware

and software. All issues include very usetul software. reviews,

Micro-computer News
Minuteman Tech
758 Marrett Road
Lexington MA 02173
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On Computing
P.O. Box 307
Martinsville, NJ 08836

Pi eline
CONDUIT
P.O. Box 388
Iowa City, IA 52240

Recreational Computing.

P.O. Box E
1263 Cl Camino Real
Menlo Park, CA 94025

T.H.E. Journal
Information Synergy
P.O. Box 922
Acton, MA 01720

2. Software Review Sources

Most magazines and journals (and many newsletters) dealing with micro-

computer use in education include software reviews on a fairly regular

basis. In addition, there are many software directories listing available

courseware by grade level, subject matter, etc. Some of these (such as

School Microware Directory, K-12 Micro Media, Pursq's Directory, the

Narck Cataln_g,alinOWUE areV(Trylielpful in deleriffidingWhaf's out there.

So are the catalogs and directories put out 631 vendors (see Software Ven-

dors list). The folldwing is a brief list of sources of reviews of edu-

c6tional software. Often the reviewing is done by teachers.

EPI1Jnstitute
(in collaboration with Columbia Teachers College

Microcomputer Resource Center)

P.O. Box 620
Stony ,Brook ", NY 11790

The Journal of Courseware Review

Foundation for the Advancement of Confuter -aided Education

20863 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Building B-2, Su.ite A-1

Cupertino, CA 95014

Microcomputers in Education

Queue, Inc.
5 Chapel Hill Dr.
Fairfield, CT 06432

MicroSIFT
Northwest Regional Educational

710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Laboratory
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Pipeline
CONDUIT
P.O. Box 388
Iowa City, IA 52244

Robert Purser'sMauzine
P.O. box 46
Eldorado, CA 95623

School Microware Reviews
Dresden Associates
P.O. Box 246
Dresden, ME 04342

3. Bibliographies s'

Friel, Susan and Nancy Roberts. "Computer Literacy Bibliography."
Creative Computing, Vol. 6, No. 9 (September 1980), pp. 92-97.
Annotated bibliography of books concerned with computers and social
issues, programming, and teaching resources.

Hall; Keith A. Computer-Based Education: The Best of ERIC-, June
1979-August 1980. Syracuse, New York: ERIC CleaOnghouse on
Information Resources, November 1980.
Update of an earlier ERIC Bibliography of articles on educational
technology.

Kosel, Marge. "Computer Bibliography" in The Mathematics Teacher,
Volume 74, No. 8, November 19P1. 1

.

Annotated bibliography of computer books available for secondary schools.
Topics covered include student textbooks, resources, periOdicals, and
a list of organizations.

NCTM, Computers in Education, National Council of Teacher of Mathematics,
1906 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091. Listing of articles from
The Mathematics Teacher and The Arithmetic Teacher.'

4. Books

Douglas, Shirley and Gary Neights, A Guide to Instructional Microcom-
puter Software and .A Guide to Microcompiters. Pennsylvania Department
of Education, reprinted by Connecticut Department of Education; 1980.
ExcellAnt 4ntroductions with step-by-step guidelines for setting up
microcoppuOr-based instructional systems.

-- Edwards, adtth B., et.al. Computer Applications in Instruction:
Teacher's Guide to Selection and Use.Hanover, NH: Time Share Corp. 1978.

good over 'ley of computer applications with lots of examples and dia-
grams. Not detailed enough in any area but a good start.
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Intentional Educations. Computers in Education: A Practical Guide.

Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley. 1982 (in preS-I.

An excellent first book for educators. Included are examples of appli-

cations, evaluation criteria, and implementation strategies. This book.

is part of a series that will treat eva1uationiissues in various subject

areas,such as reading, math, and administration.

Olds, Henry, et.al. People and Computers: Who Teaches Whom? Newton

MA: Education Development Center, Inc. 1980.

A concise descriptive and explanatory docyment that should be read by

educators who want to work with computers. Powerful theoretical frame-

work, methodology, and insights derived from research.

Pa pert, Seymour. Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas

NY: Basic Books, Inc. 1980.

Taylor, Robert P. (ed.). The Computer in the School:. Tutor, Tool, Tutee.

NY: Teachers College Press. 1980.

A good solid compilation of articles-related to educational applications

for the computer.

5. Associations Helping Educators Use Microcomputers

Association for Computing Machinery

(ACM)
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
(212) 265-6300

Local Chapters and SIGS. Many publications.

Education for Elementary and Secondary Schools (Order No. 812810,

:1981 47-pp., $77-0D for members, $10.00 for nonmembers) can be pur-

chased from the ACM Order Department, PO Box 64145, Baltimore, MD 21264.

Association for Development of Computer-Based Instructional Systems,

(ADCIS)
ADCIS Headquarters
Computer Center
Western Washington University

Bellingham, Washington 98225

(206) 676-2860
Contact: Gordon Hayes, Executive Secretary

Bimonthly newsletter and Journal of Computer-Based Instruction, free to

members, special Interest Groups. A
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Association for Educational Communication9.and Technology
(AECT)

1126 16th St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 833-4186
Taskforce on microcomputers. ECT Journal and other publications.

Association for Educational Data Systems'
(AEDS)

1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 833-4100
Contact: Shirley Easterwood, Executive Secretary.
Three quarterly publications - Bulletin, Monitor, Journal, free to members.
International conventions, seminars, workshops, programming contest for
students 7-12,

International Council for Computers in Education
(ICCE)

Department of Computer and Information Science
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
(503) 686-4405
Contact: David Moursund
The Computing Teacher, 9 issues per year, $14.50; also booklets.

Microcomputer Resource Center-
Teachers College, Columbia University
Macy Hall
Kew Yiii-ITRY-1-0027-
(212) 678-3740
Contact: Karen Billings, Director
Workshops, information resources, newsletter.

National Educational Computing Conference
(NECC)

University of Missouri,= Computer Services
305 Jesse-Hall
Columbia, MO 65211
Contact: E. Michael Staman, NECC-82,General Chairman
A distinguished steering committee plans annual meetings at which
papers are delivered.

New England School Development Council
(NESDEC)
85 Speen Street
Framingham, MA 01701
(617) 876-7624 '

Contact: Dr. Jack Sullivan, Director
Runs workshops and conferences on 'issues of copcern to decision makers.
In 1982,NfSCEC is hosting a series of workshops on microcomputers in
education which TERC is presenting.



Northeast Regional Exchange (NEREX)
101 Mill Road

A Chelmsford, MA 01824
(617) 256-3987
Contact: Larry Vaughan
Part of the national network of resource exchanges, NEREX supports work-

shops, information dissemination, and this hook.

viciptv for Applied Learning Technology (SALT)

50 Culpepper Street
Warrenton, VA 22186
(703) 347-0055
Contact: Raymond G. Fox, President
Quarterly newsletter free to members, a journal, and other publications.

Technical Education Research Centers (TERC)

8 Eliot Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 547-3890
Contact: Tim Barclay
Computer Resource Center, workshops, open house days, newsletter,

Hands On!
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APPENDIX

C. SAMPLE SOFTWARE EVALUATION FORMS

We are reprinting here, with permissjon, sample evaluation forms
used by established software review groups. They are intended to serve
as suggestive models only'; since your school planning group will want to
develop its own form, and since you need permission to reproduce most of
these.

See also the following:

Douglas, Shirley and Gary Neights, A_ Guide_ to Instructional Micro-
computer Software, Pennsylvania Dept. of Education, reproduced
by Conn. Dept. of Education, 1980.

Gould, Thomas M., "Copyright Laws," The Computing_Teacher, Vol. 8,
No.5, April-May 1981.

Hakansson, Joyce, "How to, Evaluate Educational Courseware," The
Journal of Courseware Review, Vol. 1, No.l.

Kansky, Robert, William Heck, and Jerry Johnson, "Getting Hard-nosed
_About Software: Guidelines for Evaluating Computerized Instruct=
Ilona] Materials," The Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 74, No.8,
November 1981.

Koetke, Walter, "Software Shopping," Kilobaud Microcomputing, July 1981.

Lathrop, Ann, "Software...PREviewing and REviewing," Educational
Computer Magazine, September-October 1981.

"A Level-headed Guide to.Software Evaluation," Classroom Computer News,
Vol. 1, No.6, July-August 1981.

Moursund, David, "Some Thoughts on Reviewing Software," The Computing
Teacher, Vol. 7: No.6, June-July 1980.
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1-1

Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory

Copyright 1980

MicroSIFT Courseware Evaluation.

(page 2 of 3)

1. Describe Packa.ge Content and Structure.

H M L
H M L

Content is accurate.

3. The content has educational value.

H M L 4. The content is free of race, ethnic, and sex stereotypes.

M L 5. The purpose of the package is well-defined.

H M L 6. The package achieves its defined purpose.

H M L

II M L

H M L

H M L

7. Presentation of content is clear and logical.

8. The level of difficulty is appropriate for the target audience.

9. Graphics/color/sound are used for appropriate instructional reasons.

10. Use of the package is motivational.

H M L 11., The package effectively stimulates student creativity.

11 M L

H L

12. Feedback on student responses is effectively employed.

13. The learner controls the rate and sequence of presentation and review.

H M L 14. Instruction is integrated with previous student experience.

H M L 15. Learning ls generalizable to an appropriate range of situations\

L

M L

H k1 L

16. The user support materials are comprehensive.

17. The user support materials are effective.

18. Information displays are effective.

H M L 19. Intended users can easily and independently operate the program.

H M L 20. Teachers can easily employ the package.

H M L 21. The program appropriately uses relevant computer capabilities.

H M L 22. The program i0 reliable in normal use.

cO

23.

CHECK
ONLY
ONE

I would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

(Note suggestions for effective use, next page.)

I would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were

(Note changes under major weaknesses, next page.)

I would not use this package. .(Note reasons under-major weaknesses.)

made.

5



24, If you would consider using this package dc.cribe pr;ocedures for
its effective use in specific classroom settings.

41

25. List one or two major strengths of the package with supporting

comments.

I

26. List one or two major weaknesses of the package with supporting
comments.

27.

V

11ZTrie box at the left, indicate your overall opinion of
this padkage by writing an integer from I to 10 (10 being
the high value):

Copyright 1980, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
11/8Q Field Test Version
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COURSEWARE EVALUATION FORM

Name of program

Manufacturer's or distributor's name

Address

Cost Copyright/date

Avail,Able for what microcomputers (model and memory)

Peripherals needed

Reviewer's name

Description of program

Date

Appropriate grade level: primary inter. jr high sr high college

Type of computer appliceltion(s) Jcheck one or pore)
simulation
tutorial
drill and practice

remediation
enrichment
management Sonly)

game diagnostic/prescriptive
problem solving other

Kinds of courses for which this program is appropriate

Prerequisite skills or courses needed

ANALYSIS (check yes, no or not applicable) YES NO NA

a. Content has clear instructional objectives.

b. Content is accurate.
c. Content has educational value.

d. Content is free of stereotypes.

e. Content expresses positive human values.

f. Program is appropriate for targeted audience.

g. Computer branches,to appropriate difficulty.

h. Graphics/sound/color have, instructional value

i. Frame display is effective.
j. Students can use program easily.

k. Teachers can utilize the program easily.

1. Documentation is comprehensive.
m. Computer is an appropriate tool for activity.

'n. User can control rate/sesuence/directions.
o. Feedback used is effective and appropriate.

RECOMMEND for purchase? yes no conditional on:
---

Permission to reproduce for classroom use by Microcomputer Resource

Center, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New York.
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SCHOOL MICROWARe EVALUATION FORM

(This form may be copied as needed: for additional information, see School microware Vol. 1 No. 1

i

Your Name Organisation - Position

No. of Progs.
Prbduct Name Supplier Under This Name Price $

Applicable School .

DeptiSubjSTopic
INSTRUCTIONS - For open ended items, supply all IntOIMAtion rque,;tA in blink-, provided* if pOSsll.)le; AS.
esitis sheets if necessary. For objective items tthOSe with blanks to 1..ft 1,-e9t,: A number in the blank t ,

ississre tne extent to whi,sh the pr )gran tuliiil t rh., .io..:.t iih.)11 in Th !tem. tl hallows: 1 - somplet!s,
1 - Partially, 0 Not- at All. If the item slet_ssr applicable to t!le ploqt.m. nt,'1 N/A. It the item 1,4 hn-

clear, enter U. Elaborate on answers as necessary in Comments section st end or on .extra sheets. giving item
numbers.

8

OVERV1SW Dess7ribe the program briefly in terms at its goals jut whit it .lees to achieve them (no
eVakiation here).

OL1

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATION Assuming that this picqulm soetribut.-; ( the toiching of one or more topics. In .

that topic one which is or should be- tsught in today's shs)l' Yes No It net. give your reasons for
this answer in the s7omments section at the end of the form and omit the balance of the questionnaire.

DOCUMENTATION List materials accompqnying the
program, e.g., teachers guide, student workbook.

1. Indicate types of information included,
a. Suggested course/subject, grad levels.

b. Goals.

Performance objectisses.

d. Suggested teaching strateg(ies).

e. Correlation with standard texts.

f. Prerequisites for use of program.

g. Student exercises, teacher answers.

h. Operating instructions.

5. Uses correct grammar,spelling,
hyphenation and punctuation. r

6. Any grid or coordinate system used is
consistent with common conventions.

7. Students can respond with common symbols &

ways of using them, e.g., right to left
entry of sums.

8. Accepts abbreviations for common
responses.

9. Provides for individual needs, e.g.,
opportunity to work with harder or easier
material.

10.Dialog is personalized, i.e., makes
appropriate use of student names.

11.Uses devices to ges & maintain interest,
---- e.g., variation of computer responses,

humor, pace change, surprise.
12.Makes, good use of any special features of

computer:
a. Graphics

i. Listing and sample runs of program(s).

j. If a simulation, description of the
model used. c. Sound

k. Suggested topicp for follow-up
discussions. 13.Reinfolcing responses (indications of

1. Suggested references/activities for right, wrong, etc.) ale appropriate.
follow-up. 14.The number of wrong answers allowed is

2. The 'documentation is written clearly. reasonable.
15.Responds appropriately if allowed number

3. If a.workbook is included, the format and ----- of wrong answers is exceeded.
16.Provides opportunity to get help if

content are appropriate. difficulty is encountered.
17.Minimizes bad entries via devices such as

INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO USER BY PROGRAM objective formats (multiple choicet,etc).
1. The instructions are adequate regarding: 18.Deals well with inappropriate entries,
a. The instructional task to be performed. i.e., response to typing errors, etc.,

is intelligible and useful.
b. Details of how to ihteract with the 19.Required entries are within students'

program. ----- capabilities (esp. typing, vocabulary).
2. User has the option of skipping 20.Reports student performance periodically

instructions if already known. and at end of session.

b. Color

STUDENT-COMPUTER DIALOG MISCELLANEdUS CONCERNS
1. Outputs is displayed screen by Screen. 1. If a simulation, the program gives a

(paged) rather than scrolled. ----' sufficiently accurate representation of
2. If output is paged: the situation simulated.
a. User has control over continuing to the 2, The concepts and vocabulary required to

next page. use the program are. reasonable.
b. Amount of information in each page is 3. Operates properly aDd is free of bugs.

appropriate.
c. The perceptual impact (amount of type 4: is well structured and documented

and lines) is suitable. internally to facilitate any necessary
3. Outputis spaced and formatted soles to be debugging/modification.

easily readable.
4. Language is well suited to most students'

reading ability.

COMMENTS Please use this space and,additional sheets as necessary to provide any other information which
you believe would help someone who was Considering acquiring the program being reviewed. In particular, in-
dicate what you like least and most about the program. Also, last any changes which should be made.)
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Program t1aMe

.Subject Area

Educational Software Evaluation Form

(D. Educational Alternatives, 1981

o. Producer
Reviewer

1. 'Describe the intended educational purpose:

2. Instructional Range:Grade levels Ability levels

3. Instructional Grouping:Vidual
0

Cost
Date

sal

, Small group(size) large group (size)

4. Program lises:Drill and-practice Tutorial Simulation Instructional Game Strategy game

Problem solVing Information Source Software tool(type) Other

5. Comment'on Appropriateness for Instructor:
To what extent dos the program allpw a teacher to adjust for different uses and different users?

To what extent doe ithe-program require teacher assistance?
N.)

69

What is the implied view of the learner and the learning process?

Is the program educationally appropriate?

6. Comment on Appropriateness fo Student:
Are the directions clear?

Is it simple to use?

A

4

Is it developmentally appropriate considerirtg.physicalf intellectual and emotional maturity?

Would most of your students -enjoy using this program?

0

7. Comment on:

aA

r.

The instructional significance of t e-Trogram:

The compatability with educationallipilo

.

If

\
ot, describe those who would.

A

, teaching style and - curriculum generallyencounWed by the student:

70 At,*



Reviewer's Name

Program Name

8. What happens when a student makes a mistake in enterina-ansuers?

What happens when a student makes a mistake in content?
. 6

9. Can the student get help'from the program?

Can the student review the instructions once the program has started?

10.To what extent is the user given choices?

To what extent does the user feel in control.?

11. Indicate the social chafacte-astics present: present & present & not ,

negative positive present

competition

cooperation

.personification of the computer.

moral issues and value judgements

appropriate inclusion of women& minorities

12, Describe any unintentional learning, both positive and negative:

ti

13. To what extent does the program use the computer's potential for interaction, immediate feedbaCk, animation,

color, music, sound, etc4?

14. To what extent does the program offer more than one mode of learning (visual,, verbal, numerical, aural),

in a way that reinforces and supports the learning focus?

15, In what ways (and under what circumstances) can this program provide

(

tudents with a more effective

learning experience than they could have had without a microcomputer?

F

16. Briefly support your reccomendation^ for or against purcHase of this program by
*your school system:" 72
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PRO; RAM NAME

SUBJECT AREA:

1. INSTRUCTIONAL RANGE

41k

4.

SOFTWARE EVALUATION CHECKLIST
SOURCE. _ .
REVIEWER'S NAME: _ _

grade level(s)

ability level(s)

2 INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPING FOR PROGRAM USE

individuat

small group (size

large.group (size. _____)

3 EXECUTION TIME

minutes (estimated) for average use

4. PROGRAM USE(S)

. drill or practice

__ tutorial

sirnuL Lion

instructional gaming

problem solving

_ intormati )nal

othei

5. USER ORIENTATION: INSTRUCTOR'S POINT OF VtE\N

low high
r

flexibility

freedom from need lo intervene or assist

6. USER ORIENTATION STUDENT'S POINT OF VIEW

highhigh

.1 73

quality of di!ec ons (clarity)

quality 01 gput tcon(eft,and tone)

quality of screen-to:matting
11

freedom from need for externat information

freedom ;tom disruption by system errors

simplicity of user input

7. CONTENT

low high

COS T: _______________ __

DATE

instructional locus

instructional significance

soundness or validity

compatibility with other materials used

8 MOTIVATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL STYLE

passive

low

none poor

v active

higt;

good

9. SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

present and
negative

type of student involvement

degree of student control

use of game format

use of still graphics

use 01 animation

use of color

use of voice input and output

use of nonvoice audio

use of light pen

l/77,C of ancillary materials

use of

not present and
present positive

competition

cO011eration

humane:' g 01 computer

moral issues or value judgments

summary of student perlwriance

74



1. 'The....grad\:, luvel. and dbl.: levets lor a particular program are primarily determined by the concepts involved Other 101-

portant factors are reading leer t. prerequisite skills, degree of strident control, and inlendeci instructional use 11 Is Exr:sible lor
program to be Ilexible en, Aign to be used across a wide range o1 grade lenls and ability levels.

2. Some proc:rairis are designed for use by individuals. Others have been or can be modified for participation by two or three

persons at a lime. Simulailons or demonstrations often pose opportunities for large-group interaction. A given program may be
used in more than one grouping, depending on the instructor.

3. The time required lor the use of a program will vary consiclOably. Include loading time for cassettes A time fange is the
appropriate response here

.4. Instructional pro9rjniS can be categorized according to their uses Some programs may have more than one use, thus
falling into more Itaan one of the following categories:

Donor practice Assumes that the concept or skill has been laugh( previously.

Tutorrat Directs the full cycle of the instructional Process: a dialogue between the student and the ci.inputer

Simulator) Models selected. alterable aspects of an environment.
Instructiona! camon9 Involves random events and the pursuit of a winning stra egy.

proworn solving general algorithms Common to one or more problems.

Informational Generates information (data).
5. These are factors relevant to the actual use of the program from the point 01 view of an instructor.

Flexibility' A program may allow the user or the instructor to adjust the program to different ability levels, degrees of

or concepts
Intervenron ass,s;,Ince. A rating of "low- means Considerable leacher intervention Or assistance is required.

6. ihe!;e are !actors relevant 10 the actual use of the program from the point of view of a student.

Directions The directions should be complete, readable, under the user's control (e.g.., should not scroll oft the, screen until

understood). and llSe apprOpnate examples.
Output Pree-,en resp;inses should be readable, unden.;landable, and com plete. it in response to student input, the output

Should be of an acceptable lone and consistent with the input request

Screen 9iThe forriits during a program run should net be distracting or cluttered Labels and symbols Should be

meaningful within the (,)".cat cont,,:x1
xrernal information A program may require the user to have access to information other than that provided within it This

may include pri.requisito Content knowledge or knowledge of conventions' us'ed by the program designer as well as maps,

books. and so on
System errors System errors result in Me involuntary termination of the program.

Input A program should ensure that a user knows when and in what loini input is needed. It should avoid using characters

with sporeial meanings, restrict input locations to particular screen areas, and require minimal typing.

7. These are matters relevant to the subject matter content of the program

Focus The program lopiC should be dearly defined and of a sCo:-)e that permits thorough treatment

Src-N1,cao,',70 T h.:, tf0'.:TOC:1011,11 Obj6CIIV1,`: 01 the program must be viewed as important by the instructor Also, the program

should rerre-,ent a valid of the compuler'S capabilities while improving he instructional process

ihe concepts and terms ernploYedOf vat 0%h should be correct. clear, arid precise Olher in1Porlan1 taclors are

the rate oh pre M'nta:tOr , dOqr CO. 01 difficulty. and iriternal consislency.

Compapriry The content. terminology. teaching style, and educational philosophy of the program should be consistent

with those generally encountered by the student

9. COrnpeldiOn. cooperation, and values are Concerns that may be a function el the way a program expresses them (War

gaming and the "hangrnan" lormal'are sample issues.) Also. the "humanizing- of the computer may serve for motivation or to

reduce arime:y. but rt al.;o may become tedious, misleading, and counterproductive.

The summary of student performance Can be dichotomous (win or lose), statistical (lime expended or percent of items con-

recor subjective (as in the evaluation of a srmulatioo). II may be for Student, teacher, or both
BEST. r
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APPENDIX

D: NORTHEAST USER GROUPS (PARTIAL LIST)

ACM Association for Computing Machinery (National Society of professionals

with many SIGs including SIGCUE: Computer Uses in Education) New York.

Boston Computer Society/SIG: Education, PET Users, Northstar Users, Pascal/

Source/Micronet Users, Boston 80 (TRS-80), Apple Users, Monthly general

meeting, bimonthly magazine, Boston Computer Update.

CERC (Computer Education Resource Coalition) Greater Boston ucation com-

puting groups, regular meetings, calendar in Boston Com uter date,

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Digital Users Group; Woodmere, New'-York.

EDP/SIG
Roger Sullivan
Education Department
Commercial Union- Assurance Companies
Boston, Massachusetts

Lesley College Educational Users Group. Library of microcomputer programs,

books. Special meeting and annual conference. Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Long Island Computer Association, SIG: TRS-80, KIM, Software exchange,

etc. Plainview,'New York.

Microcomputer Resource Center, Columbia Teachers College, New York.

New England Computer Society. SIG:PET Users, Meetings, bulletin.

Bedford, Massachusetts.

New Ingland Apple Tree. Many teachers with school or personal Apple II.

Lexington, Massachusetts.

New Hampshire A.C.E.S.
c/o Anne Knight
Computer-Services
Stoke Hall
U. of N.H.
Durham, NH 03824

Regional Center for Educational Training,Computer Club,

Hampshire:'

Rochester Area Microcomputer Society (RAMS) SIG: Apple,

Rochester, New York.
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Rockland County Compucolor Users Group. Spring Valley, New York.

TERC (Technical Education Research Centers). Computer Resource Center,
open house, national and regional' workshops, program library, consulting.

TRS-80 Software Exchange.. Milford, NH.

TRS,L80 Business Club of Arlington. Arlington, Massachusetts.

Note:_ The Monroe C. Gutman Library of the Harvard Graduate School of
Education puts out a directory which lists schools across the
country that are using microcomputers. It is divided geographically.
The sping 1981 addition is still in print, and an expanded revision
is in preparation. Order the Microcomputer Directory: Applications
in Educational Settings from the Gutman Library, Appian Way,
Cambridge, MA 02138.
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APPENDIX

E. SOFTWARE SUPPLIERS (PARTAL LIST)

COMPress
P.O. Box 102
Wentworth, N.H. 03282

(603) 764-5831
Principally math, science,and statistical packages for colleges and high

schools, Apple II, Bell & Howell.

CONDUIT
P.O. Box 388

A

Iowa City, IA 52244

(319) 353-5789
52 college and high school programs for Apple Il, PET, or TRS-80.

Creative Computing
P.O.- Box 789-M
Morr*town, NJ-,07960
(2Q1") 540 -0445; (800) 631-8112 Outside NJ)

Forty-seven software packages, including many from MECC and Huntington

Comlter Project. For Apple, Atari, and TRS-80.

Educational Courseware
3 Nappa Lane
Westport, CT 06880

(203) 227-1438
Apple Basic Tutor science, history, and other subjects for junior and

senAor high

Edutek Corp.
P.O. Box 11354
,Palo Alto, CA 94306

(415) 3U-9965
Drill and practice, elementary, Apple I

J.L. Hammett Company, Inc.
Hammett Place
P40. Box 545
Braintree, MA 02184

(617) 848-1000
Elementary/secondary programs for TRS-80, Apple, and PET.

Hayden Book Company, Ind'.:

50 Essex St.
Rochelle Park, NJ 7662

(201) 843-0550
Math programs".

-68-
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High Technology Software Products Inc.
P.O. Box 14665
8001 N. Classen Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73113

(405) 840-9900
Elementary software for Aprple.

Houghton Mifflin Coo.

One Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02107

(617) 725-5000
The Answer instructional management package.

Instant Software
Peterborough, N.H. 03458

(603) 924-7296
-Elementary math for Apple.

McGraw-Hill
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY .10020

(212) 997-6194

Gregg Division has computer literacy programsfor Apple II Using Pascal,
that teaChes problem solving. Webster Division is developing packages
for TRS-80, including Tom Snyder's "Search" simulations.

Miniesota Education) Computing Consortium (MECC)
2520 Broadway Dr.
Lauderdale, MN 55113'

(612) 376-1118
All subjects K-12 for Apple.

Microphys Programs
2048 Ford St.
Brooklyn, NY 11229
(212) 646-0140
Programs in science, math,

6

calculus, and language arts. Apple and

Milliken Publishing Co.
1100 Research Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63132
(314) 991-4220

'`Complete math sequence for Apple.

MUSE Software
330 N. Charles St/

Baltimore, MD 21201

(301) 659 7212
Elementary math for Apple, tutorials, and simulations.

-69-
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Personal Software
1330 Bordeaux
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408) 745-7841
VisiCalc accounting program for Apple, Atari, TRS-80:'

Programma International, Inc.
2908 N. Naomi St.
Burbank, CA 91504

(213) 954 -0240.

Math, science for Apple, TRS-80, PET,

Programs for Learning
P.O.'Box 954
New Milford, CT 06776

(203)
High school programs for Apple and TRS-80.

Queue
5 Chapel Kill Drive
Fairfield, CT 06432
(203) 3721-6761
Educational Software for Apple, PET, TRS-80

Quality Educational Design (QED)

P.O. Box 12486
Portland, OR 97212
(503) 287. -8137
Elementay math for TRS-80 and Apple.

Radio Shack Education Division
1600 One Tandy Center
Forth Worth, TX 76102

(817) 390-3832
.Elementary/secondary math programs, language arts series for pre-school

and early elementary.

SOFTSWAP
c/o Ann Lathrop, Library Coordinator
San Mateo County Office of Education

333 Main Street
Redwood City, CA 94063

(415)-364-5600 x4401
240 public-domain instructional programs for Apple, PET,- Atari, TRSJ80,

and Compucolor, largely drill and practice. May be copied free by visi-

tors or ordered by mail at $10 'a disk. If you provide an original pro-

gram on a disk, you get a disk free. Disks have 5-28 programs each,

edited and evaluated,for one.microcomputer system.
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TYC Software
40 Stuyvesant Manor
Geneseo, NY 14454
(716) 243-3005

Earth science, language arts for TRS-80.

Unicorn

297 Elmwood Ave.
Providence, RI 02907
(401) 467-5600 or (800) 556-2878
Language arts for Bell & Howell, Apple.

-71-
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APPENDIX \\,
F. SURVEY OF USE IN NEW YORK STATE CAPITAL DISTRICT

The following charts were prepared as part of a study of instructional

uses of computers in the public schools undertaken by Nancy Willie, SUNY/

Albany, in-conjunction with the Capital Area School Development Association:

They are reproduced by permission. The report is dated August, 1981.

Table 6. Percentage of Individual Respondents, by County, Yho Use Computers

in Various Pedagogic Categories

(A) I
(B) (c) 1 (h) (F) ( r) I (G)

Awareness ! Corn Sci Prnramming
---r-

ALB ' 68 32 73

COL 75 42 50

FUL i 100 n 80
r ;

GRE 80 20 60

MON 80 11
20 fiCf

REN 86 14 9

SAR 87 33 87

CHE 60

SCHO 100 100 100 .

1 R 88 13 r 88

WAS 73 9 67

Region 78% 28% 76%

60 , 90

Y

`!edium.____:hriaL:e Tool Other
1

55 5 9 ! 23

67' 25 25 . 8

80 0 40 0

80 . 20 0 20

0 0 20
_____

43 14 14 14

S

0

25

36 18 Os 9

69% 137 197 10%

70

67 13 Z7 .

20 50 0

0 0 i 0

13 13 1 0

0

Table 7. Percentage of Individual Respondents, by County, Who, Use Computers

in Various Content Areas

.ALB COL FUL GRE MON REM SARI SCIIE SCIIO WAR 1154y..______

Maths 91 100 100 80 100 93 100! 90 16 ,100 91 94%
a,, 7- ---1 r

Sciences 36 i 50 40 20 20 29 47 40 0 ' 25 . 0 ! 327

Voc. Ed. 27 8 0' 0 0 7 6! 0 0 i 0 0 1 87

i
4 1- t .

Soc. Scis 4 25 4d, 0 0 14 : 6 L 30 ! 0 ; 12 1 0 t 12%

A

,

Humanities 0 8 20! 0 0 0 01 6 1i 0 0 0_ 2%
1

. ._

Languages 9 16 40 401 0 Oi 6 10 [ 0 0 I 9 10%
I

-1-

Arts 5 8 0; 0 0 01 Oi 10 : 0 0 ; Os 27

Writing O 0 40 0 6: 10 0 , 0! 0 4%

Libraries S; 8
I

0 i 0 20 7' 27 40 0 01 0 11 %.

' Refiedial T 45 : 67 1 60 ., 80 40 43 ' 60 60 100 38 ! 36T 52%;

Gifted 41 33 ] 60 . 0 20 i 14 80 40
I

Others 18; 0' AO 201 0 64 ; 40 20

0 38 54 1

0 0 9
4

23%
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Table 8. Percentage of Districts, by county, Who Use Couluiters

Level Category (K-3, 4-5, 6-7,

r

I

I

(A)

K-3

ALB : 33 ,

t 14,COL

FUL
t

1 33
1

.,., GRE 1 33

MON ! 0

REN ; 30

. SAR . 25
i

SCUE 1 50'
1

SCHO !,,,, 0

WAR 0 ''''

WAS : 0

Region 22%

Table

I

i (B)

I 4-5

1 55

, 1 57
1

1 66
1

66

: 25

, 50
I

1 38
.

i.75

; 0
4

i 17

20

: 45%

at Fach Grade

8-9, 10-12)

r

''(EYi (C) (D)

.6-7 8-9 CO-12.

,67 : 67_ ' 100

43 86 86
...

i

! 66 0 - 66

; 67 : 33 66 Nt

50. I. 100 , 100

60 1- 70 80

. 75 ' 63 100
4

,

75 75 100

0 100 100

' .67 ! 67 100

40 100 100

60% 70% : '//927,

Percentage of Districts, by county, in,Which Students Access to

Computers As by Selection, No Selection and Both.

a

Select Only

COL 43

FUL 67

GRE

1'

No Selection I Both Policies Exist
'4161

0 22

43. 14

'.0 13

67 0. 33

1

-_

NON t 75 0 ' . 25q- .

t 1

REN 691._ 30 t 10

SAR 63 12 25

SCHE t Y5
- 14

25 0

SCHO 100 0 0

WAR
-----1

50 33 . 17

WAS 80 -20 0 %

Region 65% 18%,._

a

S.3

or

A.



Table 10. 'Percentage of-D1stricts, by County, Who Have Before and After-

School Use of Computers

a

I

I

j YES

ALB i
100 .

COL 72

FUL 67

CRE' 67

MON 50

REN 90

SAR 100

SCIIE 100

SCUO !' 106

,WAR 100

WAS 100

Region 887

` .

Table :1,1. Percentage of Individual Respondents, by county, Who Used
.

-Various Sources of Profd"ssional. Development

)44;B,

Dist.

(A)

In7Servi e

"'59

(B)

BdCES

23
. .

(C)

Univer.

50

4_

(D)

Self & Network
(F)

Dthers

.7T 14..)

8
,

COL: 33
, '.

8 58 92

FUL 80 -T, . L 0 20

t_

il

100 0

CR 20 ,

i

0 40 80 0

MON .11 20 O `. 80
.

, " 6.0 0

REN
.

'.7

...

79 21
,,.

93 21

SAR . 40 20

.

..,

"""--,..

_80. 13

,,, ___.

SCHO
.140

0 if 100 100

WAR ' 38 25 '50

'
88 0

1MS 0
0

18 91 9

Region 457; .13% 457 837, 10%
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. Table 12. Percentage of Districts, by Lounty Using Various Computer Languages.

SC}R) _

WAR

WAS

Reti on

ALB. 100

COL 100

UL i 100

GRE 66

MON j 100

REN I 100

SAR I 100

SCHE 100

BASIC
(A)

100

,100

100

98% I

-

FORTRAN
(B)

33

; .0.

.---5T- (14)

PASCAL. : PILOT
, . .;

4
33

...,....._,_

. -

22 0 I

14
:

0
.4.

0'

0
1

i

0, 0 .

0:- i
0 3 0

25 ' 0

33 ; 0 . 0'
-,-......... _

;25 1 0. 0

50 j00 25-

0 0 0

16 . 0
, ,),

0 u

O

_23%

, 0

i

t
--

I ,

L-
0

75

0

I 0
- r

1 o,_
.

1.27 .. 2%
1

-. , 57

Table 13. Percentage of Individual.s;.by county, Who Use Computer Programs

'of VarioUs Types

(A) ' (B)

Drill & Content
1 -Prictice Games

ALB .
82

COL 83

FUL 40

GRE 100

"MON 100

REN ° 71

SAK 67

SCHE 70

kid110 100

WA 63.

WAS- 55

50

75

60

80

60

64

, 40

40

-,,---,-
.

(C) (n) (E.) ..(F), . (C)
.)

Process .
,-,-,

Comes: Tutorials .Simulations Anallsis Others-
59 41 45

75 58 , 67,

80 . 60: 40

RE -gio 73%

0

63 63

3.6

617;'

60
0

0 20

80. 0 0

43 1 36

418N 27. L40

80 60 30

100 ' .0 100)

33

55%

13

36 17

35% 377.-

14 9

33

40

20 -0

20 0

25

0

f . 21 0

40 13 -

20 0 e
loo

-0

217

0

6%
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Table 15. Percentage of Individuals, by county, 1411C Used Various Sources of

Software

(A)

Commercial

(B)

'Gov't

- (C)
Magsj bo4S

(D)

Networks
(E)

Self
(F)

Others .

ALB 59 18 54

.

31 68 4 ,
.

COL 75 25 75 5$ I

A.

92

EUI, t - 80 0 I 20 - 0 . 40 0

GRE .. -80 0 20. 0 40 0

MON 40 20, 60 20 - 80 0

REV , . 71 0 '.57 I 29 93 0

SAR ' ' 80 '0 46 s 33 80 6

SCHE

SCHO

WikR,

WAS

80 20

0 0 .

0

64- 0 1

Region 69% 12%

4 75

.30 20 70 ,

100 : 100 1100

75 25 75 I,

45 0 54.

52% 27% 64%

10

; 0

0

2%

so-

tk

Table 17. Future needs ranking, by county. (Numbers 'in cell's represent -the

"mean" rank of each need 'on a scale 1-5 where 1 is high need.)

A. Staff
pgvelopment

13. District
Collaboration

C. Software
Exchange

D.. Hardware Demos
and Service

E: Qdrriculum
Devflopment

sofPiare
Development

Administr.
Supports. u

r-

I

.
.

. .

ALi3 , COL FUL RrGRE i MON i N -, SAR , SCHE ) SCHO , WAR VAS , Ref210 on

,.

. 1.7 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.8 . 1.7 fr

.
s.

2,8 3.2 2.0 2.8 3.2 2.9 2.5

2.4 1.8 2.3 3.4 3.4" 2.4 gi.,2

'a ,

3.7 3..5 3.0 4.0 1-3.6 3.5 3.4

9,

1.9. 1.4 2.7: 2:3 2.0 2.4 1/9

2.0 . 1.8 1.8 1 3.6 : .4 2.2

2.6 5. 4 . 5 .4.Q 2.-6 2.9 2.9*

H. 43,1,0311c 'Access
I

.

1.7 1. 0 i 1.3 1.8_, 1,6

r ''
- .11P4.

2.8. 5.0 3.1 2;1 2,7

of

2.4 1.0 2.1 1.9 2.5

i. . A.

3.3 5.0 3.1 - 3.5' 3.5

2.3 2.0 1 2.0 -41.3, 2.0

I

1.6 , 1.0 2.6 1.7. 2.1

2.3 2.0 4.0 1 4.0'. p 3.0

, 1,

Settingsg__LfT2.1.L5,__±.1_11_,3!3_43._5 . ;41_2 3,9 4.1 4.0 3,8_ 4.8 ,..1
i

I

Coordination S 3.5 I 4.0 i 2.6 3,5 4.2 i 3.7- 4.1 i 3.9 4.0 3.1 4.2 3.8
4

,1.

i

1.Funding .8 1.512.3,1-, 3.2 A.4 '1.9 2.2 , 1.9 1.0 LO- 1.3 d )-9

I . Region/S tate .' i .1

V. Teacher
Centers
.

Others

2.0 .5 2.0 2.6 3.2 I 2.5 3.0-


